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Teams work round-the-clock

Scientists experiment on
plants; crewman dizzy
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — The scientists aboard
Spacelab, not content with testing
their own bodies to learn how
humans adapt to space, turned today to a related question: How do
plants know which way is up when
there is no up?
Except for the usual minor hitches, the shuttle Columbia and the
$1 billion European -built
laboratory in its cargo hold were
doing well after their Monday
launch. And so were the six men
aboard the orbiting spacecraft,
with one fleeting exception.
Byron Lichtenberg, a
biomedical engineer from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, was unable to complete a "hop and drop" test in
which he jumped, then let elastic
bands pull him to the Spacelab
floor. Lichtenberg complained of
"a little dizziness and disorientation" and Mission Control assured
him that "you did the right thing
to stop when you did."
The astronauts split into two

teams for their round-the-clock,
round-the-world experiments and
about midnight EST — dawn in
Europe — the red shift took over
with West German scientist Ulf
Merbold in the laboratory along
with Robert Parker.
One of Merbold's first tasks was
to photograph some dwarf
sunflower seedlings, in various
stages of growth, to observe the
growth movements of the plants in
weightlessness. On Earth, growing plant parts move in tiny spiral
patterns, but scientists dont know
why. The movement, called nutation, is affected by gravity and
scientists want to see, through a
series of time-lapse pictures, what
happens when there is none.
Merbold and Parker continued
the Spacelab mission of subjecting
orbiting humans to tests to see
what causes space sickness, at
one point placing their heads into
a rotating dome painted inside
with dots of various sizes and colors.
The slowly whirling dome was
designed to induce a sensation of
left to right rotation while a

camera records the subject's eye
movements. The pictures will be
analyzed when the shuttle returns
home.
This first use of Spacelab, with
73 experiments scheduled before
Columbia lands in California on
Dec. 7, monopolized air-to-ground
conversations. Little was heard
from spacecraft commander John
Young and pilot Brewster Shaw,
who had to guide the spacecraft
through a series of changes in
position to satisfy requirements in
five major scientific disciplines.
Lichtenberg and astronaut
Owen Garriott spent two hours on
the complex job of turning on
equipment in the 23-foot-long
Spacelab, reached from Columbia's middeck by a tunnel.
Astronauts and scientists worked
in jumpsuits.
Garriott and Parker are mission
specialists, able both to work on
shuttle systems and in Spacelab.
Merbold, a physicist with the
Max-Planck Institute in Stuttgart,
West Germany, is the first nonAmerican aboard a U.S.
spacecraft.

CHRISTMAS OFFERING — Kenneth Grahame's classic children's story,"The Wind in the Willows," will
be this year's Christmas season production of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre. The play,
which opens Thursday, Dec. 8, and runs Dec. 9,10 and 15-17, is the fantasy story of animal characters, cast
members are ages 9 to 16, and their adventures along the riverbank. Among the cast members are (from left)
Jason Woods, Christy Watson and Scottie Rice. For reservation information, call the theatre at 759-1752.

Cabbage Patch Kids, Care Bears hottest selling holiday items
From staff, AP reports
An industry spokeswoman
claimed no toy ever "caused this
much chaos," as officials reported
at least 10 injuries and two arrests
nationwide in the clamor for the
homely but lovable rag dolls
known as the "Cabbage Patch
Kids."
Although no injuries or arrests
have been reported in Murray due
to the dolls' popularity, there are
some unhappy store owners and
managers who could sell the dolls
if they had them and plenty of
parents who are worrying about
helping Santa Claus please their
children this year.
The excitement is over 16-inch
dolls with yarn hair and outstretched arms that also come with
birth certificates, disposable
diapers and detailed fingers and
toes. Computers design the dolls'
features, giving each a unique appearance.
Managers for two local discount
stores report they are sold out of
the Cabbage Patch Kids and
although they have more ordered,
there isn't much hope that they
will arrive before Christmas.
Santa and his local helpers may
resort to hand-made Cabbage
Patch look-alikes available in
some craft stores.
Bonnie Raspberry of the The
Wild Raspberry, downtown Mur-

CABBAGE PATCH KIDS — If you're looking for one of these kids for one of your's, chances are
this picture is the closest you'll get to one before Christmas. Coleco, manufacturers of the little people, has miscalculated demand for the dolls and customers across the nation are storming department and toy stores in a fruitless search. Coleco manufactures the Cabbage Patch Kids in Asia and
today announced that jets have been chartered to bring more of the rag dolls to the states. But local
store owners are offering little hope that supply will increase before Christmas. Other hard-to-find
Items on youngsters' Christmas lists this year are Care Bears and Gloworms.
ray, says the soft-sculptured im- dolls but they are hand-made and, thousands of people have clawed
itations are selling for $45 and $65 most importantly, available.
their way through packed departin her store. Granted, they cost
Since the start of the Christmas
ment stores in quest of the dolls,
more than the $20 mass-produced shopping season Friday, the brain-children of artist Xavier

Federal price supports not available
for dark-fired tobacco marked 'wet'
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture announced Monday it
will not provide support prices for
dark-fired tobacco marked wet
("W"),on types 35 and 23.
According to Will Ed Clark of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association,"W" tobacco had until this year received a
support price that was 20 percent
less than the support figure for
non-wet leaf. The USDA dropped

the support because tobacco
associations tended to lose money
on the wet leaf, which could push
up the no-net cost fee all growers
have to pay,explained Clark.
The dropping of the support
price will be in effect at the upcoming air-cured and fire-cured
markets. If a producer's tobacco
is marked "W," he will have to
either accept whatever price is offered by the tobacco trade, or take

his leaf home and dry it for a
future market, Clark said.
The new policy means it's important that growers be sure their
tobacco is in the right order when
they take it out of the barn, Clark
added.
Air-cured markets will be held
in Mayfield Dec. 8 and 16, and in
Murray Dec. 9 and 15. Dates for
the fire-cured markets have not
been set yet.

Bell official hints resisting proposals
for subsidizing low-income customers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
South Central Bell Telephone Co.
official hinted today in a $163.2
million rate-increase hearing that
the company will resist suggestions that it help subsidize service
for-low-income customers.
Stanley Dickson, South Central's vice president for operations, said under crossexamination at the Public Service
Commission hearing that "subsidies should be a function of
government,like food stamps."
He was the first witness to
testify at the hearing on the company's proposed rate-hike request.
South Central is committed to

providing universal service and
that will require a new pricing
structure to enable customers to
pay for what they use, Dickson
said.
The company expects to have a
dozen witnesses testify on its
behalf during the hearing, he said,
adding that the topic of subsidies
would be covered more completely by another company official.
PSC Chairman Laura Murrell
said she expected the hearing to
last the remainder of the week,
with the possibility of continuing
into next week.
In addition to its request for
boosting rates by $163.2 million,
South Central also has laid the

groundwork for adding $35.5
million to its request.
South Central Bell has filed a
study of the costs of depreciating
its existing equipment with the
state Public Service Commission.
The effect of shortening the
"useful life" of equipment now in
place would be to drain $35.5
million from the rate base — a
figure which would be made up
through higher rates.
As a result, the -total rate increase could reach $199.7 million 4
if all higher costs are allowed. If
applied equally to all classes of
service, the $35.5 million would
about $3.50 a month to the proposed higher rates.

partly sunny
Partly sunny. High in the low
to mid 40s with west to
southwest winds 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight increasing cloudiness.
Low in the low to mid 30s with
light east to southeast winds.
Wednesday a 30 percent chance
of a little light snow in the morning, then mostly cloudy. High
in the upper 30s to low 40s with
northwest winds 10 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
355.6
Kentucky Lake
355.6
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Roberts. Until this year they were
available only in limited, handmade versions costing $125 and
up. The doll, which came on the
market this spring, sells for between $18 and $25.
Cabbage Patch Kids aren't the
only hard-to-find items on
Christmas lists this year.
One local store manager said
"the best sellers are the things we
don't have any more of — the Cabbage Patch Kids, Care Bears and
Gloworms."
Grumpy Bear, Cheer Bear, Bedtime Bear, Tenderheart Bear,
Friend Bear and Birthday Bear —
the Care Bear family is a popular
item among youngsters offering a
soft, pastel touch to the everpopular Teddy bear.
The 13-inch stuffed toys retail
for about $12 and feature heartshaped, padded paws and a
special "tummy sign" identifying
each one.
The Gloworm is also an "endangered species" this year as
early shoppers cleared the shelves
of the green worm with a body
that lights up when his tummy is
squeezed. The Gloworm sells for
about $11.
Even though the Cabbage Patch
Kids, Care Bear and Gloworms
are not available, there are
literally hundreds of other toys
available sure to please even the

Care Bear
most particular youngster.
These include Smurfs,
Stompers, Strawberry Shortcake
and her friends, Star Wars and
Garfield items.
According to spot-checks with
store owners and managers in the
Murray area, sales on almost all
types of items are up over last
(Continued on Page 2)

Steve Andrus named
to Chamber board
Steve Andrus, owner of Pier I,
was named Monday to the Board
of Directors of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
C,ommerce.
Andrus will fill the unexpired
term of Paul Kiesow, who recently
moved to Oxford, N.C., to become
plant manager for Lenox China.
Andrus' term will end in 1985 and
he will be eligible for reappointment since he has not served a full
three-year term on the 15-member
board.
Andrus, along with his wife
Martha, has owned and operated
the Bel-Air Shopping Center store
for the past six years. In naming
Andrus, Chamber members expressed an interest in appointing a
new member who could be a
guiding force in retail promotion.
"I am very proud the Chamber
has faith in me," Andrus said today. "Of course I am small
business-oriented and I will help
however I can. This is a critical
time in Muk-ray and Calloway
County 4or industry as well as
businesses"
"I'm pleased to have him
...aboard," Steve Zea, executive
vice president of the Chamber, added. "He has a strong retail-area
background and he can help coor-

•••••

Steve Andrus
dmate committees being formed
to help the retail community."
"Small businesses are the
backbone of Murray," Andrus
said. "They employ many people
and we want attention going to
•
.
these people.''
Prior to owning Pier I, Andrus
worked 11 years in the accounting
department of the old Tappan
plant.
The Andruses have two children
— Scott, 10, andShane,3.
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Boulevard in the Dixieland Shopplist year.
Steve Andrus, president of the ing Center says good sellers this
Bel-Air Shopping Center mer- year are Lionel Richie albums,
chants, reports that traffic in the Flash Dance, The Rolling Stones,
shopping center has been heavy Quiet Riot and Michael Jackson.
and sales in his store, Pier I Im- Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton
t Contumed from Page 1
year as the Christmas gift-buying ports, are up 15 percent over last recordings will be found under
several trees, too, as will Walt
year.
and gift-giving season begins.
W.R. Furches, of Furches Disney Records, which Bell says
A local K-Mart spokesman
reports that sales are especially Jewelry on the Court Square,says alway sell better at Christmas
good on cameras, jewelry and ap- jewelry is always a popular gift time.
Due to the growth of the compliances but that most other items items and this year, as before, the
puter age, home computers are
in the store are selling "equally leader seems to be diamonds.
Other jewelry dealers in the gaining popularity in Murray and
well."
Several clothing stores area are currently featuring Phil Sparks of Thorobred Comdowntown, in Chestnut Hills, Dix- special sales on the popular 14 kt. puter and Software System says
enquires are up at his store.
ieland, Olympic, Central, Bel-Air gold chains.
The new computer center is
The gift of music is alway a
and South,side shopping centers
report, too, that sales are up over favorite and Steve Bell of Sunset located in the Olympic Plaza and
feature top-of-the-line computer
systems and equipment — such as
the Franklin Ace 1000 that sells for
about $1,700. The system comes
complete with software, a home
financial package and computer
Calloway County 4-Her, Leigh
games for all ages.
Ann Steely, presently is attending
Even though high technology
the National 4-H Congress in
has hit our society with force,
Chicago, Ill.
there are still plenty of gifts being
Miss Steely was chosen to repremade by hand for special friends
sent Kentucky as a state chamand loved ones. Craft store owners
pion in the dairy foods project. She
in the area report that ceramics
has been an active 4-Her for seven
are extremely popular as well as
years and has served in leaderfolk-art paintings and cross stitchship roles on both county and area
ed designs.
levels.
Old Kentucky Pioneer FurA sophomore at Calloway Counniture Shoppe,304 N. 12th St., is ofty High School, she also is active
fering its special hand-made
in Future Homemakers of
America, Chamber Singers and
Columbia Blues. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Lee Steely.
Most delegates earn expenseA new and updated version of
paid trips to the Congress as state,
the personnel policy for Murray
sectional or national winners in
Leigh Ann Steely
Electric System was approved
awards programs sponsored by
They will be honored at recogni- Monday afternoon by the MES
private-sector donors.
Miss Steely's national donor is
tion events hosted by the private plant board.
Superintendent Ron Underwood
Carnation Company. Her trip to sector donors and pursue current
Congress is sponsored by Ken- issues and interests at workshops. stated that there were no major
Educational and cultural tours changes in the policy, just revitucky Friends of 4-H.
To the 1,600 4-H delegates, to key points in the Chicago area sions to bring certain sections of
representing five million 4-H
are a special feature of the pro- the policy up to date.
In other discussion, Underwood
youth, National 4-H Congress
gram. The annual 4-H Fashion
Revue will be Wednesday morn- said operations at the system have
represents the attainment of a
been running well. When asked
goal. Congress delegates are ing.
Secretary of Agriculture John how things look for winter, he addselected on the basis of their 4-H
R. Block will be the featured ed, "The next couple of months
accomplishments, personal
development and demonstrated
speaker at the final assembly on will depend on the weather. If this
Thursday. Block also will be winter is as cold as the summer
leadership and citizenship
abilities.
honored at a Thursday luncheon was hot, we'll do quite well."
Congress formally opened on
as one of eight 4-H alumni award
The system also is beginning
winners.
Sunday at 2 p.m. with a general
negotiations concerning changing
assembly.
Some 290 national and regional the Calloway County Courthouse
The week's program will pro- scholarship winners will be nam- power from one phase to three
ed during the 62nd National 4-H phase to accommodate the provide delegates many opportunities
to talk with leaders in education, Congress. Total value of all posed elevator. Underwood said
scholarships to be awarded during no details have been finalized by
government, industry and
agriculture.
the Congress is $280,000.
MES.

Christmas gifts...

Leigh Ann Steely representing
state at national4-H Congress

MES plant board
approves policy

N.

Oh.
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items in Murray now through
Christmas. Cheryl Reeves, owner,
says the items, which range in
price from $5 to over $100 for
custom-made items, are popular
for Christmas gifts. And many of
the hand-painted items are made
especially as Christmas decorations, including Santa Claus
figures, reindeer and wreaths.
And it's not too late to order a
custom-made or personalized
item Reeves said because the
items are made right in the shop.
Whether your gift buying calls
for toys, computers or hand-made
items, you'll find it all (except
Cabbage Patch Kids, Care Bears
and Gloworrns) in the wide variety of stores and shops in Murray.

Murray woman
injured in wreck
A 22-year-old Murray woman
was treated for neck injuries in
Caldwall County yesterday following a one-vehicle accident near
Eddyville.
Carolyn Russell, College Apartments, was south bound on U.S.
641 when she apparently lost control of her vehicle, left the roadway, struck a ditch, an embankment and a creek, according to
Kentucky State Police Information Officer Richard Wright.
Russesll was taken to Caldwell
County Hospital where she was
being treated for neck injuries.
The accident occurred at 11:20
a.m. about three miles north of
Eddyville and was investigated by
Trooper Mike Turnbow.

ARTHRITIS FUND — Robert Rutherford, governor of the Murray
Moose Lodge 2011, Murray,shows one of the containers being placed
in banks and businesses of the community requesting donations to
the Arthritis Foundation. All 23 Moose lodges In Kentucky have as
their goal to raise $330,000 this year for the Arthritis Fund. Arthritis
afflicts one in 10 Americans of all ages, including 250,000 children.
Funds raised by the lodge and other local groups will be used to provide help to residents with arthritis and to aid a national research
program seeking the cause and cure of arthritis. "Public support
enabled researchers to discover the polio vaccine, and hopefully we
can do the same for arthritis," said Rutherford. Hal Leichhardt is the
associate executive director for the Kentucky Chapter Arthritis
Foundation.

Church youth to present musical
The music and youth ministry of
the Memorial Baptist Church will
present "Lottie D.," a dramatic
musical about an extraordinary
woman, on Thursday, Dec. 1, at 7
p.m. and Sunday,Dec. 4, at 7 p.m.,
at the church,906 Main St.
Lottie D., written by Ragan
Courtney, is a dramatic musical
about Lottie Moon, a missionary
to China who served for over 40
years.
A tiny woman, only 4 feet 3 inches tall, Lottie Moon worked
through famine and war, determined to spend her life telling the
good news of redemption through
Jesus Christ to all who would

listen. She so immersed herself into the culture and people of China
that she was responsible for
leading thousands of people to
faith in God.
Lottie Moon is portrayed by
Amy Ross.
Other cast members include:
Edmonia, Jill Johnson. Mrs.
Moon, Kay Outland; Andrew,
Mike Phillips; Pastor Li, Todd
Ross; Pingtu's, Matt Phillips and
Susan Prescott; Li Lee, Ben Yoo;
Chinese Children, Melissa Adams,
Amy Wilson, Charles Hampton,
Shane Adams, Kelly Prescott,
Jwaine White; Servant, Kim
Lough; Ladies Aid Chairlady,

Kari Olson;
Ladies Aid Society and
Husbands, Angel Adams, Michael
Wilkins, Mitzi Boggess, David
Outland, Lori Rogers, Mitch
Phillips, Michelle Spann, Darin
Loftis; Nurse, Kellye Olson; and
seven introductory actors,
Jeremy White, Sherry Meadows,
Kelly Cathey, Trevor Mathis,
Phillip Billington, Jared White,
and Robbie Perrin.
Roger Hale is in charge of the
lighting and technical work.
Lottie D. is directed by Milton
Gresham, Youth and Music Director. Dr. Jerrell White is pastor.

Because of a model change
we bring you an incredible
opportunity to buy famous
Sealy Posturepedic bedding
and Save Fifty Percent
If you don't mind sleeping on a 1983 model(and who
would know but you) we'll save you plenty on Sealy's best! We
must clear our floors for new models coming in. And you benefit
with close-out prices that will soon be history! These are famous
Posturepedics that promise no morning backache from sleeping on
a too-soft mattress. Hurry for best selection!
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Europeans question
entering space race
AP News Special
After 10 years and almost $1 billion, disappointed
European officials say their high-tech Spacelab
built for the shuttle Columbia may have been a
prestigious but costly mistake.
From Europe's American partners, there has
been only praise for the 241
/
2-foot-long aluminumskinned drum bolted into Columbia's cargo bay.
The shuttle was blasted into space from Cape
Canaveral Monday.
Vice President George Bush lauded Spacelab as a
symbol of European "unity and determination" and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration officials touted the joint mission as -history's largest
and most comprehensive international space project."
But European space officials here now say that
the orbiting laboratory — built piecemeal by 46
contractors and assembled in Bremen, West Germany — is too expensive and too dependent on the
U.S. shuttle to give them all they had desired from
the multinational space project.
To use the laboratory they built in any of its projected 50 missions, the Europeans will have to stand
in line with other users and pay the $50 million
launch fee.
"With Spacelab, we made a mistake. Then again,
perhaps we didn't make one, but we just don't have
the kind of money to play this game," said George
Van Reeth, administrative director of the European
Space Agency, the 11-nation consortium that conceived and built Spacelab.
ESA's decision to built Spacelab as a component
of the U.S. space shuttle program "was originally
not a commercial, or a technological or a scientific
one," Van Reeth said. "It was political."
"I would say Spacelab is a 95 percent success, an
impressive success," he added. "But next time
around ESA builds something, we'll look closer at
exactly what use we can make of it."
It took more than 2,000 European scientists and
workers a decade to plan and construct the 13-footwide tube packed with experiments and computer
hardware now in space aboard Columbia for a
2141
/
2-hour mission.
In tandem with Columbia's cost, Spacelab's
pricetag rocketed to 140 percent of budget
estimates, and NASA officials admit changes they
made to the shuttle prototype were chiefly to
blame. "Yes, there was table-pounding
sometimes," remembers one American space expert who sat in on ESA-NASA negotiations.
As soon as the Europeans completed Spacelab,
they handed it over to NASA under the terms of a
1973 agreement.
In exchange for its 10-year, $1 billion investment,
ESA obtained this month's free Spacelab flight, the
right to one European crew member and the right
to select half of the 70-odd experiments crammed on
board.
"That's not much use, frankly," says Van Reeth.
"I don't think anyone knew what use we were going
to make out of Spacelab when it was first proposed,
either us or NASA. Certainly we didn't."
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

This is one — but costly way to get
a big goose for the Thanksgiving table
A few weeks ago, Jim Armbruster
was way out west tooling along 1-70
all along in his pride and joy, his blue
van with the clown on the back, on
the way to visit his son, Jimmy, who
is a dentist at Sterling, Colo.
Jim is retired from Murray State
Univesity, and for several years was
director of its buildings, grounds and
maintenance department. Today, he
is one of the security officers at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
and I'll give you a tip:
Unless you are physically handicapped and this is plainly proclaimed on your license plate, I
would suggest that you refrain from
parking in any of the spaces on the
hospital's lot which have been marked specifically for the convenience of
the handicapped.
Jim kinda frowns on that.
Anyway, as he was riding along on
one of those long, straight stretches
of the interstate in Eastern Colorado,
he noticed up ahead a small flock of
geese pecking away at the bugs and
grass along the roadside.
One, a great big fellow, was right
beside the pavement on the shoulder
of the road as Jim came roaring up.
And, seconds before he came up to
him,the bird decided to take off.
Spreading his massive wings, he
sprang from the roadside and slammed into Jim's windshield, which
was shattered from one side to the
other by the impact. Glass went
everywhere — throughout the van as
well as all over Jim.
• • •
Braking to a quick stop, Jim got out
of the van and the best he could,

shook the bits of glass from his
clothing, then backed up to retrieve
the goose, which had made its abbreviated last flight. He had been
killed instantly when he smashed into
the windshield.
Jim took the big bird on to Sterling,
where he "gutted" it and gave it to
Jimmy, who at first thought he would
dress it, put it in the freezer and have
it for Thanksgiving dinner.
But on second thought, he decided
to give it to one of the custodians in
the building where he had his offices.
He had never plucked the feathers
and down from a goose, and didn't
relish the idea of starting then.
"Why, it would have taken a 100acre field and a 40-mile-an-hour wind
to have picked that old bird without
getting feathers all over
everything," Jim laughed.
A day or two later, his shattered
windshield was replaced at a Sterling
garage, and the van was like new
again. "But it is kind of frightening,
though," he said, "when you are
driving along at a speed like you do
on an interstate and suddenly have
your windshield come crashing in on
you. It's not an experience I would
ever want to have again, I can assure
you."
• • •
When Paducah's new superintendent of schools, Dr. Larry Allen, first
came to West Kentucky (he is a
native of Carter County in Eastern
Kentucky) and to a similar post in
Caldwell County some five or six
years ago, he had never been exposed to the humor of Calloway County
Superintendent Jack Rose. That is,

until the two happened to meet one
day at an educational meeting.
"Larry," Jack said after they had
been introduced, "I, for one, am
especially happy to have you in West
Kentucky and in your new job in
Caldwell County."
Not having ever met Rose before
that moment, this took Allen aback
somewhat, but he managed a rather
surprised reply, "You are? Why are
you happy to see me in my new job?"
"Well," replied the Calloway County superintendent, who towers to a
height in the neighborhood of 6-feet-5inches, "Until you came, I was the
tallest and ugliest school superintendent in West Kentucky. Now,I'm just
the tallest."
Upon learning the other day that
Allen recently had told the story at a
Paducah reception honoring Murray
State University's new President,
Dr. Kala Stroup, Jack laughed and
said, "I think that embarrassed
Larry a little bit, coming right out
like that from a virtual stranger, but
he quickly saw that I was kidding. We
have grown to be close friends."
• • •
If you have been watching Sam
Bun-age's "People Beat" feature on
Channel 6 television out of Paducah
of late, chances are you saw his
report shortly after the election on
Mrs. Iva Gibson of Mayfield.
Mrs. Gibson, 88 years young on
Oct. 24, has been serving as an election officer in Graves County for 33
years. She was working at the Merit
Clothing Company when its president, the late Willie Foster, father of
Chuck Foster at the Bank of Murray,
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& Tunes.
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My apologies to Jennifer Crouse.
Her name appeared in last Tuesday's
column on the Kennedy assassination
memories as "Jennifer Crouch." I
know better than that, and have no
excuse for the slip-up. Jennifer is the
pretty wife of used car dealer Billy
Dan Crouse, and they live on Hermitage Drive.

looking back
Dear colleagues,
An aston_ ishg dizcoveri! I've
1. .,binci an Urelarta island with no

Cuban aiiisers, ro U.5.lialtr-A51.110

5toilet MIGs,ho Americ2a1 ini5Siles
-- NONE OF THE NIANDGE3 OF MODERN
IIFE-- yet.the natives are strangely xrtne.

Strings around
foreign aid package
The $11.5 billion foreign aid package approved by
Congress is wrapped in some long-needed strings —
a threat to cut off money to any nation consistently
opposing U.S. foreign policy at the United Nations
or elsewhere.
The new provision was suggested by U.S. Am,
bassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick when she testified
before Congress earlier this year. The measure forbids giving aid to any country that the president
finds "is engaged in a consistent pattern of opposition to the foreign policy of the United States."
The measure requires President Reagan to submit an annual report to Congress on each country
receiving foreign aid. The report would include
each country's U.N. voting record.
The U.N. provision was inserted because of Zimbabwe, which is scheduled to receive $75 million in
foreign aid during the current fiscal year running
through next September. Zimbabwe abstained from
the U.S. backed resolution in the United Nations
condemning the Societ Union for shooting down a
South Korean jetline on Sept.l. Then Zimbabwe further angered Congress by sponsoring a U.N. resolution condemning the U.S.-led invasion of Grenada.
In the foreign aid package, Israel received the
lion's share — $1.76 billion. Israel also will be entitled to an additional $850 million in arms loans.
Because of U.S. anger toward Syria for its role in
Lebanon, the foreign aid package put an outright
prohibition on spending any money already committed to that country. A state Department
spokesman said the provision would stop about $125
million from going to Syria.

told her to go her voting place and
serve as one of its officers. She has
been doing this faithfully ever since.
Her granddaughter, Marie (Mrs.
R.C.) Jones of Fox M
, wroteacli
Sam and told him about M
ibson,
and this led to her being
e program. Marie's husband, R.C., has
been with the Murray Water and
Sewer System for more than 22
years.
Her father William (Hardrock)
Gibson and her mother the former
Frances Turnbow of Lynn Grove.
Both were fine softball players in the
1930s and early 40s, and it was the
late Boots Jeffrey who got Mrs. Gibson to go to Mayfield to pitch for the
Merit's girls team. That's how she
met Hardrock, as we know him. Both
live there today.
Another of Mrs. Gibson's granddaughters living in Murray is Dana
(Mrs. Joe) Stonecipher, 800 North
17th Street. Her parents are Hall and
Rosalyn Gibson of Mayfield. Joe
teaches English at Calloway County
High School. He also has helped
coach football, basketball and
baseball, but this year he is only
teaching.

letters to the editor

Keep up the vigil against terrorism
To The Editor:
I am writing in regards to the
television movie (aired Sunday, Nov.
20) titled "The Day After" and in
light of all the controversy surrounding this movie, I would like to know
when will it be shown in Russia?
I believe the movie did a lot to promote a giant ban nuclear arms protest here in the U.S. but again, what
will Russia do? The U.S. has always
been the first in peace, and I believe
we have done our part to show the
world that we don't want a nuclear
war, at any cost!
But, lest we forget the atrocious act
of the Russians shooting down of the
South Korean 007, and the loss of the
innocent people on that fatal day. The
Russians' disregard for human lives

Mills says thanks
To The Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
VI express my sincere appreciation to
everyone who helped and supported
me in the General Election. The victory is ours, and I look forward to serving all citizens throughout the Commonwealth as Kentucky State
Treasurer and as your friend and
representative in Frankfort. You
have renewed my faith and
philosophy that right wins in the long
run. I will never betray your trust in
me!
My door remains open. Anytime I
can be of assistance, please call on
me.
Sincerely,
-Frances Jones Mills
State Treasurer-Elect

is very real and very frightful, to say
the least.
But, let some of these "anti-war,no
more nukes" protestors go to
Moscow, and try to lay in the streets
and picket Russias missle sites and
see what happens? It would be "do
not pass go, do not collect $200," but
go straight to Siberia, or worse!
I wish that this Christmas season,
and every season could be peaceful
for the entire world.
But in reality, we have to keep up a
vigil against terrorist and war
mongers, who have no respect for
human lives or their rights. I believe
in the Latin phrase that goes "Si Vis
Pacem Para Bellum" meaning "if
you would have peace, be ready for
war." I think the United States has to
become more ready, if we are to have
peace.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
o the editor are welcomed and enuraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve.the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frsient"liters.
Address crorrespondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

Thank you for allowing me to express my opinion on this subject.
Sincerely,
Danny Mason Rogers
1214 Peggy Ann Drive

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Those who survive war often come
away with insights. These can be the
product of the way in which an individual's character (his special
spiritual chemistry, so to speak 1 is
affected by a close brush with death.
French historian Marc Bloch ( d.
1940) spent a little over a year
fighting on the Western Front during
World War I. Here is one of his reflections upon death, drawn from his
memoirs:
I have always noticed that by
some fortunate reflex, death
ceases to appear very terrible
the moment it seems close: it is
this, ultimately, that explains
courage.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
F•iailable at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the UgiverIty Store,
located in the Curriz
ter. "Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.

Ten years ago
Fire destroyed the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James R. Fussell and two
children, Carla and Ricky,last night.
The Iloine was near Panorama
bores.
Dec. 1 is "Try Murray First Day,"
a special promotion by the
businesses of Murray.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. Donald G. Hughes on Nov.
25.
Joyce Ann Winchester, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E.D. Winchester, and
Darrell Gibson, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Roy E. Gibson, were married at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Elected as new officers of Murray
Country Club were Ted Billington,
Don Robinson, Lois Keller and J.H.
Shackelford. Directors are Buddy
Buckingham, Richard Knight, Bill
Thurman, John Paulk, Venela Sexton, Johnny McCage and Jimmy
Boone.
Twenty years ago
James Garrison, president of the
Murray Rotary Club, has received a
letter from G. Juel of Juelsberg,
Nyborg, Denmark, expressing sympathy to the club in the death of
President John F. Kennedy.
John A. Gregory, Jr., publicity
chairman of Murray-Calloway County United Fund Drive, said $13,624.85
has been collected as of Nov. 26 in the
current drive. He said this was 68 per
cent of the goal set for this year.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Compton, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Mel Hunt,a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
L.D. Pace, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Devine and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Brooks Mathis.
Nita Gay Alton and Rita Kay Alton,
twin daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Alton, celebrated their sixth
birthdays on Nov. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jones of
Detroit, Mich., have been visiting his
father, Pleas Jones, and his brother,
Madison Jones and Mrs. Jones.
Thirty years ago
Members of the cast of the play,
"Going Places," to be presented Dec.
4 by Junior Class of Murray High
School are Don Overbey, Bob
Overbey, Joyce McCage, Lita
Tucker, Jane Shell, Billy Dale
Outland, Linda Tucker, Doris Jewell,
Bob Billington, A.W. Simmons,
Peggy Bynum, Shirley Chiles and
Jerry Roberts.
Officers of the Juzilt Class of
Hazel High School are Don Poyner,
Tommy Dan Story, Richard James,
James Stewart and Carolyn Curd.
Dr. Halene Hatcher Visher received an award as "woman who had
contributed most significantly", to
Journal of Geography during the past
five years:
Dr. Peter Panzera spoke about
"Peace Time Uses of Atomic
nergy" at a meeting- of the
Magazine Club at the home of Mrs.
E.A. Tucker with Mrs. Mary Brown
as hostess.
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Coming community events listed
n

Wednesday, Nov. 30
Wednesday,Nov. 30
Wednesday,Nov.30
Tuesday, Nov. 29
Tuesday, Nov. n
Boosters
Calvary
Temple Church.
Auction will be from 8
Band
Murray
Dr. Frederick Okatcha Centers will be open from
p.m. to midnight on Murwill meet at 7:30 p.m. at will give a free lecture at 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acHanging of the Green ray Cable Channel 11.
Murray High School.
7:30 p.m. in Barkley tivities by senior citizens.
Room, Curris Center, Auditorium, Murray will be at 7 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Yearbook sales will Murray State University. State University.
General Westmoreland
start during lunch lines
L.I.F.E. Youth Group
today at Murray High
Wednesday, Nov. 30
Second day of annual will give a free lecture at
School. Sales will conHazel and Douglas will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Alpha Epsilon Rho TV 8 p.m. in Lovett
tinue through Dec. 2.

Tuesday, Nov.
Tuesday, Nov. 29
Hearing on red wolves
Alcoholics Anonymous
in Land Between the will meet at 8 p.m. in
Lakes will be at Kenlake western portion of
Hotel.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Humane Society of
Calloway County will
have a general memberMurray TOPS (take off
ship meeting at 6:30 p.m.
sensibly) Club
pounds
at Calloway Public
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Library.
Health Center.

Stephen and Ellie
Brown will present a duopiano recital at 8 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. There is
no admission charge.

ielhelk-as wand wilhe
We are 'pleased
to announce that
Lee Bryan, brideelect of Mark
has
McClure,
selected her china
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry. Lee
and Mark will be
married Dec. 30.

Annual Alpha Epsilon
Rho TV Auction will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
on Murray Cable Channel
11.
Film, "Hearts and
Minds," a view on the
Vietnam War, sponsored
by Student Law Association, will be shown free at
5:15 p.m. in the Stables of
Curris Center, Murray
State University.

The Shoticase
7534641
f
t

121 Bv-Pas

..191

tar

New Christmas Hours:
Sue's Discount Jeans
121 N. W. At Stella
Wed.-Sat. — 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Sue's Discount
JeansII
Next To Country Crossroads
at Hardin
Wed.-Sat. —
10:00a.m.-6:00p.m.
All Name Brand

*Jeans *Skirts *Blouses

DATEBOOK
Lecture planned tonight
Dr. Frederick Okatcha, an educational
psychologists at the University of Nairobi in Kenya,
will lecture on educational development in Africa
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room
of the Curris Center, Murray State University. His
address is entitled "The Contribution of Eduaction
to Social Transformation in Africa." The program
is open to the public at no admission charge.
The Murray Rotary Club is a co-sponsor of the
program along with the Center for International
Programs and the Departments of Psychology,
Special Education and instruction and Learning at
Murray State. Partial funding for the visit by Dr.
Okatcha was provided by a grant from the Kentucky Humanities Council.

Brett Matthew Nance born
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nance, Rt. 7, are the parents
of a son, Brett Matthew, weighing eight pounds four
ounces, measuring 19% inches, born Thursday,
Nov. 3, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have another son, Adam, 3. The mother is the
former Becky Burkeen. The father is employed at
Vanderbilt Chemical Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nance,
Rt. 7, and Mr. and Mrs. Galon E. Burkeen, Rt. 6.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mac Hester
and Mrs. Nancy Nance, all of Dover, Tenn.

Kelly Don Overbey born
Mr. and Mrs. Don Overbey, Rt. 1, Almo, are the
parents of a son, Kelly Don, weighing six pounds 15
ounces, measuring 20 inches, born Sunday, Nov. 20,
at 6:12 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have a daughter, Amberly LaDon, 6. The
mother is the former Judy Watson. The father is
self-employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert
Overbey, Rt. 2, and Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Watson,
Rt. 1. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson, Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs. Lexie
Watson, Rt. 2. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Willie Jones, Westview Nursing Home.

Christopher Tustian born
Central Shopping Center
Hwy 841 PI Murray
Mon.. Tues., Sat. 9-8
Wed., Thurs., Fri 9-8
Sun. 1-5
Sale Good Thru
Sat., Dec. 3

Mr. and Mrs. Graham Tustian, Alpharetta, Ga.,
are the parents of a son, ChristOpher jam Walter,
weighing seven pounds 61,42 ounces, measuring 20;42
inches, born Monday, Nov. 28, at 10:47 a.m. at a
hospital there. The mother is the former Patricia

CEMETERIES AND YOU
By
Charles B.
Bell
CEMETERY
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
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Dunn. The father is associated with his father's
cleaning businesses.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn,
Mrs. Evelyn Tustian and Michael Tustian, all of
Atlanta, Ga. Maternal great-grandparents of the
baby are the late Mr. and Mrs. John Hallet Dunn
and the late Mr. and Mrs. John Workman, all of
Murray.

Auction scheduled
The Murray State University chapter of Alpha
Epsilon Rho national broadcasting society's annual
TV auction is scheduled at 8 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, on MSU TV-11. A
variety of items donated by area businesses will be
available for bidding, said Becky Holtzclaw, auction coordinator. She added that many of the items
would make suitable gifts for the hoiliday season.
One reason we scheduled the auction for tonight
and Wednesday was1 to give area residents an opportunity to get some of their presents, while also
helping us raise money for scholarships," Miss
Holtzclaw said.
Last year $1,300 was raised from the auction for
scholarships. The goal this year is $1,800, she said.
Area residents are also invited to view the auction
live from the MSU TV-11 studio, located on the sixth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. Bidding
may be made in person or by watching MSU TV-11
and calling 762-4661.

Concert Wednesday
The. Murray State University Faculty/Student
Brass Quintet will feature various types of music
from different eras in a concert at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 30, in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Sponsored by the Department of Music, the concert is open to the public at
no admission charge.
Some of the more familiar pieces on the program
are "Ain't Misbehavin" by Fats Waller,
"Rondeau" b Jean Mouret (the theme from
"Materpiece Theatre"), a suite from Gershwin's
"Porgy and Bess" and a special segment of arrangements of traditional Christmas carols.
Members of the quintet include three music faculty
members — John Sehlabach, trumpet; Dr. David
Reiswig, horn; and Ray Conklin, trombone — and
two of the top brass students, Lyle Manwaring,
Altmar, N.Y., senior, trumpet, and Mark Thompson, Cadiz, senior, trombone.

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Dec. 1, at Kenlake Tennis
Center. The group will met at 8:30 a.m. at the entrance of Murray-Calloway County Park to go to
Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Dianne
Buckingham, Annette Alexaner, Martha Andrus
and Vicky Holton; Court Two — Laura Miller, Cindy Dunn, Leisa Faughn and Renee Wynn; Court
Three — Carol Waller, Alice Rouse, Cecelia Brock
and Marilyn Germann; Court Four — Vickie Jones,
Cathy Mattis, Kay Ray and Kathy Kopperud.

Wednesday, Nov.30
Events at First
Presbyterian Church will
be choir practice and
Youth Group, both at 6:30
p.m.
Murray State University Faculty/Student Brass
Quintet will present a
free concert at 8 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Thursday,Dec. 1
"Lottie D.," a dramatic
musical, will be
presented by Youth
Ministry of Memorial
Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
at the church.
"A Christmas Medley"
will be presented at 7 and
8 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center, Land Between the Lakes. Admission is $1 for adults and 50
cents for children under
18.
Murray Chapter of
Parents Anonymous will
have a news conference
at 9 a.m. in Room 211,
Wells Hall, Murray State
University.
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Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a Christmas
workshop at 1 p.m. at the
club house.
Informal concert
featuring University
Chamber Singers and
Chorus will be from 12:30
to 1:15 p.m. in main
reading room of Pogue
Library, Murray State
University.
MSU Chess Club will
meet at 7 p.m. in Ohio
Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University.
The public is invited to
participate.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce
Centre.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
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Q. Any final statements regarding cemeteries?
A. Yes, one big one, and that is since everyone
must get cemetery property sometime or the other,
I can't see it being left for one to do at the time of a
death.
At the time of a death of a loved one, things should
be made as easy as possible for them and certainly
not more difficult.
It does give a person a great deal of peace of mind
to know that his or her mate has helped select their
burial space. After a death and they return to visit a
grave, the person remaining feels a greater degree
of love. If the matter isn't settled until a death
occurs and the remaining person visits the grave, it
creates a sadder feeling because the decisions were
made alone.
Some men don't understand that a wife can be
placed in a tough situation at the time of a death
such as why they have to select, costs, mistakes
some times made and then there is the weather to
contend with plus other financial matters. Acting
big about not caring where a person is buried
doesn't solve the problem. Some men act this way
thus ensuring that the wife or children will have to
take care of things themselves.
Most men are good providers and mean well.
They would never intentionally place any kind of
burdens on their families.
Q.Is that why you run specials?
A. Yes, it's to help families go ahead and make
decisions and to give them a savings by making
them ahead of time.
Q. What kind of special are you running and when
does it end?
A. We have decided to run our 2 for 1 special
through December. This means if you buy one space
we'll give you one. We have had a tremendous
response and were surprised by it.
We are also running during this month a big
mausoleum sale. We only have 72 pair of crypts to
sell. We give a family a $600.00 savings by
purchasing ahead of time. January 1st crypts will
be increased by either $400.00 or $800.00 a pair,
depending on location, so a family can save a
tremendous amount of money by doing this during
this month. Buying crypts includes spaces, vaults,
and markers in the price. We are also raising our
prices on spaces .January 1st.
-Q. Does your sale end then?
A. Yes.
SHOW ME THE MANNER IN WHICH A NATION
OR COMMUNITY CARES FOR ITS DEAD AND I
WILL MEASURE WITH MATHEMATICAL
wir ArrNESS THE TENDER SYMPATHIES OF
ITSEirnot.F_saiKRESPECT FOR THE LAWS
OF THE LAND AND THEIR LOYALTY TO HIGH
IDEALS.
al,ADSTONE
P.S. The format used by Loretta Jobs in her
question and answer columns was excellent - so we
copied it. Thanks Loretta.

;

Murray Civitan Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
0511Y

Inside Dirseng Only

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59' Extra

Make Today Count is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Senior Citizens activities will be frm 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
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Orders In And Register
For A Framed
Print To Be Given Away
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Maupin named to coordinate forum in spring

Couple will observe anniversary
The Rev. and Mrs.
William (Buddy) McKinney will observe their
50th wedding anniversary
on Friday, Dec. 2.
The couple was married Dec. 2, 1933, at
Madison, Ill. Their
witnesses were Pat
McKinney Ksiazek and
Walter Lucas.
They came to Murray
to reside on Sept. 7,1941.
Mrs. McKinney, the
former Edith Bushong, is
the daughter of the late
Hebert and Mamie
Bushong.
Mr. McKinney is the
son of Mrs. Maud McKinney of Belleville, Ill., and
the late Charles McKinney.
Rev. McKinney started
his ministry in tent work
called Chestnut Tabernacle, now known as
Calvary Temple on
Highway 641 South, Murray. He has been active in
evangelistic work.
The couple has built 17
churches throughout
Kentucky, Illinois and
Tennessee.
Rev. and Mrs. McKinney had one son, William
Ungar, Jr., who died at
the age of eight months.
No formal celebration
is planned.

Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
assistant professor of
home economics at Murray State University, has
been named to coordinate
a consumer economics
forum to be offered during the spring semester
by Murray State University at Paducah Cornmu-sity College.
The forum will be offered by the Department
of Home Economics at
Murray State in c000era-

tion with the Joint Council on Economic Education. Partial funding is
provided by the Quaker
Oats Co. and the Murray
State Center for
Economic Education.
Lectures will be given
by professionals in the
fields of finance, banking,
goeverrunent and consumer protection. The
lineup of speakers will
also include state and

Hospital lists patients

Rev. and Mrs. William (Buddy)McKinney

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Nov. 24, was 91 adults and
six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Cooper,
parents, Darlene and
Gregory, 1523 Oxford
Dr.;
Baby Boy Younglove,
mother, Sarah, 406 South
Eighth St.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Sarah Nan Henson
and baby girl, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs. Bonnie E. Coleman, Rt. 1, Cadiz; Mrs.
Nancy J. Rogers, Hazel;
James E. Mitchuson, Rt.
1, Dexter; Billie E.
Williams, Rt. 2;
Miss Rebecca Ann Higgins, Rt. 7; Mrs. Barbara
C. Blalock, 1563 Oxford;
Don M. Marine, Rt. 1;
Mrs. Grace D. Jeffrey,
200 Henry, c/o William
Jeffrey, Frankfort; J.I.
Patton, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Bryan Overcast, 511
Whitnell; Mrs. Madge S.
Diuguid, 102 South Sixth
St.; Landon H. Keesee,
Rt. 6; Mrs. Vida G.
Smith, 711 Payne St.;
Mrs. Edan Parker, 1007
--olive St.; Mrs. Elizabeth
C. Futrell, Fern Terrace
Lodge.

Eugene Youngblood, Box
1191, Murray; Mrs.
Kristine N. Moore and
baby boy, Rt. 2; Mrs. Sue
Ann Lax and baby boy,
Rt. 2; Mrs Cynthia A.
Ball, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Pamela A.
Padgett, 1309 Kirkwood;
Mrs. Lorene Charlton,502
Stonewall, McKenzie,
Tenn.; Mrs. Patricia G.
Gooch, Putryear, Tenn.;
Miss Kelli N. Crawford,
Rt. 7; Mrs. Gerthal M.
Adams,Hazel;
Miss Gina G. Linn, 1506
Parklane Dr.; Darrell G.
Dycus, Rt. 5; Richard
Locke Montgomery, New
Concord; Mrs. Kathleen
Overby, 308 North Sixth
St.; Mrs. Vida Proctor,
610 Broad St.;
Lionel A. Vickrey, No.8
Riviera Trailer Ct.; Mrs.
Continued on page 12

federal officals.
To begin on Jan. 18, the
forum is designed as an
in-service g-aduate
credit course for area
public school teachers to
improve their understanding of consumer
economics and also for
upper -level
undergraduate students.
Students may earn
credit for Home
Economics 597, Education 597 or Economics 597
by participanting.
The joint Council on
Economic Education
assists teacher-educators
by providing leadership
training opportunities
through the National Consumer Economics Institute to recognize the

need for consumer
economics in the curriculum from
kindergarten through
12th grade.
Ms. Maupin, a member
of the Murray State faculty since 1978, was one of
30 consumer educators in
t.h Southwest selected to
participate in the first
Consumer Economics Institute in Atlanta in 1979.
She is a member of te
governor's Consumer Advisory Council in Kentucky and is on the board
of directors of the Coalition for Consumer
Economics Education in
Kentucky. Consumer
education and family
economics are among her
teaching specialities.
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BOLD
LIQUIDATORS
Now Open Mon.
-Sat
Tii Christmas

New Items Each Week
at 2 the Cost
Drug Store Items.
Clothing, Fixtures,
much more.
tri

302 Moot Street
the old Jeffery s Eludd.n
753 3753

Shrine Club honors local firms

CERTIFICATE GIVEN - Charles Storey, left, of
Storey's Food Giant, Murray, receives a certificate
in the $100 Million Dollar Club from Murray Shrine
Club [rector T.P. Farris. Storey, owner of the
grocery, cooperated with the Shrine Club during the
August golf tournament. Funds from the tournament are used by the club in its operation and for
the benefit of children's hospitals operated by the
Shrine. The announcement was recently made for a
new $15 million dollar hospital for Lexington to
replace the present structure located on Richmond
Road there. The Shrine of North America operates
21 hospitals for crippled children. No charges are
ever made to any child for the services he or she
might receive. Local Crippled Children's Chairman
is Morris Bilbrey at 753-9476 or 753-8431.

Patients named
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 73, was 100 adults
and five in nursery.
No newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Judy Ann Overbey
and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Almo; Marty E. Bohannon, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Robert Mason Canady,
Rt. 5; James F. Wilson,
430 George St., Cairo, Ill.;
Mrs. Gertie P. Rhodes,
Rt. 2, Benton;
Mrs. Charlene N.
Tyler, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Deborah J. Morgan, Rt.
7; Dwight D. Howell, Jr.,
Rt. 1, Almo; Miss Susan
R. Beaman, Rt. 1, Dexter; Flavil M. Robertson,
211 South 13th St.; Scott
N. Calls, Rt. 4, Martin,
Tenn.;
Miss Rosanna E.
Hansen, Rt. 5; Darell T.
Broach, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Miss Erika C. Lynch, Rt.
4, Fulton; Mrs. Connie
Tidwell, Dexter; Mrs.
Twyla D. Hopkins, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Rosann L. Lewis
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Gentry Gerald Jones,
1309 Lilpgview Dr.,
Mayfield; James W.
Harried, 1608 Catalina
Dr.; Ben Hunt Haley, Rt.
5,Mayfield; Thomas Hutchinson, 710 Elm St.;
Lpvd Sills, Hardin;
Mrs. Lexie' Hale, 415
South 10th St.; Arthur C.
3oires; - Fern Tetrace
Lodge; Mrs. Vallie R.
English, Iftt. 3, Mayfield;
Oliver Cherry, Box 550,
Murray; Mrs. Covie E.
Smith, Rt. 3.

•••••••••••••••
-•
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ACCEPTS CERTIFICATE - Mrs. Belinda
Elliott at Bunny Bread, Murray, accepts a certificate in the $100 Million Dollar Club from T.P.
Farris of the Murray Shrine Club. The firm
cooperated with the Shrine club in its annual Golf
Tournament in August. The $100 Million Dollar Club
is a Shrine endeavor which is attempting to raise
$100 million dollars to be invested. Only the interest
from this fund is used in the maintenance and
operation of the 21 Shriners Hospitals for Crippled
Children. The newest hospital now is being constructed in Tampa, Fla. Anyone knowing of a crippled child who might qualify for a Shrine hospital is
asked to call Morris Bilbrey at 753-9478 or 753-8431.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, Nov.
25, was 83 adults and
seven in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Baby Boy Elder,
parents, Andrea and
Scott, Rt. 4, Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Marilyn J.
Chandler, Rt. 9, Benton;

0,r ve.iit jorib
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Open Nights Until 8.30
Until Christmas
For Your Shopping Convenience

You Are Invited To
Come Down And
Quitting Business At All 3 Locations After 48 Years.
We're Closing Up Forever.

Meet
FRANK
GEE

Complete liquidation of over $500,000w Retail stock
of ladies ready to wear, must pay banks and
maufacturers. Reductions of 20% -331/3% -50%
All sales are final - No Exchange - No Layaways
- No Approvals. There will be a nominal charge for
alterations and gift wrap. If you buy for Christmas or
any other gifts - please keep in mind that they cannot
be exchanged. Visa and Mastercard Accepts.

4:30-7:30 p.m.
December 1
Thursday,

alackfacd Hairse*r_
Gallery

753-8301
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get the Christmas gifts YOU want

I

LAYAWAY NM °06/
Charge and Lay-a-way Accept

Lay-A-Way

Now

Christmas
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:-LAYAWAY NOW.:
$1,195.00
$25.00 Holds Your
Three-Wheeler
Lay-A-Way
Now At
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Town & Country
Yamaha

Cr.

Hwy.94 E. of Murray
753-8078

. . fu•ft, deep and thick
ionsd into a *kat of timeless
•
ty .
at an affordable pnce
is i$ the fur you've been wanting .
the consummate coat to
wear with all fashions. Evlikty
time you wrap yourself in your
dream come true, you'll be
delighted that It's yours.

• Beautdcal Fetishes such as
Bras, and White, Bf Ma and
Beown, Antique Brawk P011thett Braes
• Reverse:4e and Variant, Speed lot oar round us*
• Mauer Blades FREE on sonv models
• AN Modirli are light adaptarole and pre wired tot ersek
YlatAllelon

PRICES START AT $9995

orsirop.fm..

All furs labeled to show country of origin
of imported fur

Rudolph Goodyear
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10% Off
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Kerosene Heater When It
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Give The Framed
or Unframed
Print Of
Your Choice.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
—45-22

$1 00
I
Down

Our job is to
save you time
and money with
"Low Prices
Every Day"
That's "The
Wal-Mort Way"
N. Control Center
Mon.-Sot. 9-9
Son. Noon-6

641

Holds In Layaway
Choose From Our
Natural Wood
Handcrafted
Collection

fURRAY,
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
lilli

"This gift will
lost a lifetime"

The Blackford
House Gallery
418 Main St.
Downtown Murray
753-8301
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Use Our Convenient
Lay-A-Way Plan
No Service
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10% Down
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AVAILABLE

A small down payment ivill hold your
vacuum til Christmas!
Mon.-Sat. 9-5
?kJ.

Microwave

And featuring
this low prim:

LAYAWAY

LOCAL BANK FINANCING

With a new
Frigidaire

as

CHRISTMAS PLACE.

Rebuilt hi store)

Now you can get all the
features you want—and
all the features you need!
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Written Warranty On All Vacuums.
Complete Line of Parts & Accessories
We Sell, Lease & Repair
Wirt/Dry Commercial Vacuums
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Owned and Operated By
Max and Marie Keel
It's Time To Layaway
For Christmas!
We carry a full line of
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Good Used & Rebuilt Cleaners

Olympic Plaza 753-6882
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Paystrests

(502)-753-0595

JCPenney

Kirby, Filter Queen,
Panasonic, Eureka and
many more.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS Renewed interest given to stained gloss windows
•-• .•••••••

I

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
In 1979, the stained
glass windows at St.
Ann's of the Holy Trinity
Church in Brooklyn were
crumbling — the result of
pollution and vibrations
caused by the subway
trains rumbling beneath
the church.
Today, the windows —
said to be the oldest, existing examples of stained glass windows in
America — have been
restored and given landmark status.
The turnabout is a victory for preservation and
for beauty. And it is being
repeated across America
as small groups of
volunteers burrow into
nooks and crannies, identifying, documenting and
preserving our littleknown heritage of stained
glass.
The 200 or so volunteers
doing the work are
members of The Census
of Stained Glass Windows
in America, a nonprofit
group formed in 1980.
While some members are

•
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TAVERNA
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PORTE - CoCHERE

HA122614

first floor

-THIS—ENGLISH TAVERN-TYPE HOUSE features .0'61 i
jecting bay windows and a huge chimney. Inside, the living
room (taverna) has a story and a half high ceiling, cathedral
in shape and laced with beams. There are two bedrooms on
the second floor. Plan HA1226M has 760 square feet on the
first floor and 570 on the second. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Master
Plan Service, 89 E. Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N.Y. 1 150 1 .

here's the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — The front of our
brick fireplace has
become blackened
somewhat over the years.
Is there any way to
remove this stain? Is
there a commercial
preparation for this or
can I use something I
already have in the
home?
A. — Yes, there are
commercial preparations
for this purpose. Many
years ago, faced with a
similar situation, I was
able to remove the black
with an art gum eraser,
which you may or may
not have in your home.
Actually, the front of the
fireplace should not
become stained unless
some of the smoke is not
going up the chimney.
Check that first before
you take off the stain or
you may have to do it
over again soon.
•

1

•

•

Q. — The wood trim in
my kitchen is dull and
sticky. How should it be
(Cleaned?
A. — It sounds very
much like accumulated
grease or wax or both. If
the trim ever was waxed,
clean it with a cloth
moistened in turpentine
or a commercial wax
remover. After that or if
It was not waxed, go over
It again, this time with a
cloth moistened with
denatured alcohol. If any
stickiness still remains,
wash the surface with
about 75 percent boiled
linseed oil and 25 percent
turpentine previously
mixed. Buy the linseed oil
already boiled. Don't attempt to boil it yourself.
• • •
Q. .5
.
0jam going..
- paint an unfinished balement. The cinderblock
walls are no problem, but
how do I get a dusty old
concrete floor ready for

A. — First of all, you
should not wait until you
are ready to paint,
especially if it might be
several months from
now. A small opening in
the outside of your house
might, under certain
weather conditions,
result in serious and costly indoor damage. Get the
caulking done as quickly
as possible, then you can
do the painting when you
have time and the
weather is good. The
easiest way to do the
caulking is with one of the
socalled guns, which actually is nothing but a
holder for caulking cartridges. When you pull
the trigger of the container, the compound
comes out with enough
pressure to fill the openings.

painting? I have heard
latex paint can be used.
A. — Brush and
vacuum the floor just
before you are ready to
work on it. Apply what is
called a glass wax, which
really is a sealer. If you
can't get that in a hardware store, lumber yard
or home center, use some
other sealer, but be sure
the label says it can be used on concrete floors. For
the painting, use a
masonry latex, but again,
be sure it is for floors and
not just walls.
• • •
Q. — I will be painting
our house soon. When I
do, I want to do some
caulking first, since there
are several places that
need it. Is it better to do it
with a tube or with a
caulking gun?
.....

tists are choosing clear
and colored glass as a
medium, while the
number of collectors of
contemporary work is
also growing. Amateur
hobbyists are on the increase, too, according to
Lili Lihn, director of the
Glassmaster's Guild
Gallery in New York and
organizer of Glass Month
in New York for the past
four years.

may "feel" just right to
some persons but not to
others.
If the person receiving
the gift is likely to do light
cutting of wood and
metal, consider a saber
saw. For heavier work,
there is a portable circular saw. But, just as
with a chain saw, the
receiver should have
some knowledge of how it
works and the ability to
handle it.
Other power tools include portable sanders,
stationary table and
radial saws, band saws,
jig saws, routers,
jointers, lathes, drill
presses and many more.
There also, are several
makes of so-called multipurpose electric
machines, which perform
a number of operations
making certain.40lustments. They are
especially good when
workshop space is at a
premium and will not
permit a multiplicity of
sizable motor-driven
machines.
Don't neglect the hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of other gifts
for do-it-yourselfers
which are not in the
category of power tools.
A quality workbench
would make an excellent
gift for a handyperson.
Time and again, I have
seen a skillful worker
with a lot of hand and
power tools struggling to
complete a project on an
old and broken-down
workbench. It might have
been a good bench at one
time, but over the years it
has become tired and
worn and badly in need of
replacement.
When somebody has
plenty of electric tools
and you can't figure out
what to get, how about
some accessories for

those tools? It may be
something as simple as a
set of bits for the electric
drill or something as vital
as molding heads, dado
cutters, router attachments and belt
sanders for radial saws.
Back to the portable
electric tools. There are
some which generally are
not thought of, but which
can be timesaving to the
shop workers. These include such things as an
electric glue gun, stapler,
brad nailer and variablespeed rotary tool, some
with flexible shafts and
swivel bases.

"OW

.111.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Considering a power
tool as a gift for the do-ityourselfer in or out of
your family? Give some
thought to a choice that
will dovetail with the
kinds of projects the person ordinarily tackles.
If you give an electric
tool that handles tasks far
removed from those
regularly undertaken,
you might possibly be introducing the recipient of
the gift to new and interesting areas. But you
also may be giving
something that may be
intriguing at first but
later put aside and
seldom used. Your
knowledge of the person's
character and habits may
furnish a clue as to how
far afield you can go in
choosing a tool, but you'll
be.on a agancierfooting if
you can get some advice
from a friend who uses
power tools for similar
purposes. At the least,
tell your dealer of the
kind of work on which the
tools probably will be used.
There are many electric tools, portable and
stationary, which can be
given to the experienced
do-it-yourselfer, but a
portable electric drill and
possibly a saber saw are
absolute necessities for
anybody moving into the
power 'area for the first
time. An electric drill is
invaluable even in a
house where no one has
very much skill or inclination to fix anything.
Should you be the least
bit doubtful about your
ability to choose a proper
power tool — but decide,
nevertheless, to chance it
— buy it on condition that
you can exchange it,
within a certain period of
time, for one selected by
the gift -getter.
Sometimes the kind of
tool chosen is fine, but the
user finds it too light or
too heavy or otherwise
unsuitable. It is surprising how a portable tool

to
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Central Center
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10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

ONE"DAYONLY
CLINIC CONDUCTED BY
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Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
'epresenting

American and International Troveffime
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CABINETS &
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Solid Wood Cabinets & Raised Panel Doors
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Guncoses • Mantles • Bookcases
Kitchen Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture 8. Furniture Refinshing
COMPETITIVE PRICES
1211 Mom
DROP BY AND SEE OUR DISPLAY

Murray, KY

I.

Our New Location
At Whit
Glendal

FREE FREE
Mini-Vacation
4 Days And 3 Nights In
Destin Fla. Call Collect
8 a.m.-8 p.m.7 Days A Week

S

Preview the exciting world of vacation
ownership while you spend 4 days and 3
fi • 4-.1 •
nights in one of the premiere resorts on
the Gulf Coast. If your income is over
. ..._
20,000 per year and you have interest in
... -:-.141 ...vacationing first class simply call tthenumber above and make your reserva- weimotorkii.=-- tions.

6 MONTH SERVICE WARRANTY

111,101111,1111

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Every year at this
time, quite a few new
electric tools are introduced to the market.
Before you make up your
mind on what you want to
give.do some looking.
( The do-it-yourselfer
will find many valuable
tips in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50
to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.1

dows are languishing
unknown and unappreciated, said Catherine
Sweeney, asssociate
publisher of Art & Antiques Magazine.
She says that the very
nature of stained glass
windows is conducive to
their destruction. Since
they are an integral part
of a building they rarely
can be moved to a
museum for safekeeping
and viewing.
For this reason, the
census, which received a
grant from the National
Endowment for the
Humanities, has
developed a national network of art historians in
24 states who can direct
the efforts of volunteers.
Under their direction,
volunteers receive
enough training to be able
to search for ezamples in
their own neighborhoods
and to record the information they uncover.
Funds have not yet been
gathered for the
photography of the windows, a step which the
group regards as essential.
• • •
(Those interested in
learning more about the
census or in contacting a
nearby area director can
write for information to
Catherine Sweeney, Art &
Antiques Magazine, 89
Fifth Avenue, New York,
NY 10003.)

904-837-0899

NORELCO, REMINGTON
SUNBEAM, SCHICK

6

surface decoration are
also important.
As more Americans
bought and restored old
houses with stained and
ornamental glass panels
and windows, they acquired the needed skills
to repair the old windows
themselves. The restorations also created work
for craftsmen, many of
whom first got interested
in stained glass after
repairing an old window.
Today, though artists
may bow towards the
past, they are taking off
in new directions.
Besides the traditional
use of colored glass set into leaded borders,
modern techniques in use
include beveling, etching,
wheel engraving, sandblasting and painting on
glass,said Lihn.
Today's interest in surface decoration — a trend
which has been called
"Ornamentalism" — is
also creating a demand
for custom-designed
glass windows and panels
as unique decorations for
the interior and exterior
of buildings, she said.
Despite the fact that
people everywhere have
always been fascinated
with colored glass and the
magical effects created
when light pours through
colored glass, much of
America's early colored
windows have been
destroyed, or the win-
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ELECTRIC SHAVER
REPAIR CLINIC

AT TOCAY PliuCES
1HAN
OfEAPER TO KFAIR rif
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This year, the event
which took place during
the month of November
and included exhibits,
demonstrations and
public lectures,
generated more interest
than in previous years,
according to Lihn. A competition for glass craftsmen sponsored by the
Glassmaster's Guild attracted about 200 entrants,she said.
The current revival of
interest may have begun
with the flower children
of the 1960s, says Lihn.
But the roles of architectural preservation and today's trend toward more

on the house

ihi
sec-ond floor

bay window

historians and artists,
others have no special
training beyond a love for
ornamental glass.
The group's goal is to
develop an inventory of
all the significant remaining stained glass in
the country from its
beginnings in about 1840
to the present. Eventually, the information will be
computerized and stored
with a photographic
record of the windows at
the University of
Massachusetts, which
has supported the project
and offered the space.
The census is, however,
only one aspect of a
revival of interest in
stained glass which has
been occurring with increasing rapidity over
the past few years.
Another example of the
rebirth includes the increasing secular use of
stained and ornamental
glass for windows and
screens and as a
decorative element on
residential and commercial buildings.
In addition, more ar-

to
to
to

youuccommodations will be provided complimentary at ttie Sea
Dome Resort Club in beautiful Destin, Fla., and during your visit a
personal 90-minute tour will be scheduled so that you can see firsthand the most unique form of vacation-ownership availatoe today.
This program is required for families 23-65 years of age. If married
both SpotiSe must attend. In accepting this offer there is no obligation to purchase.
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College basketball tonight: Murray State hosts Tennessee State
1",41.4_ 8,

7:30 p.m. tipoff at Racer Arena

sports
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ALL-WKC — Seven football players from Murray
High and Calloway County have been honored as
All-West Kentucky Conference selections this year,
including (above) Murray fullback Chris Farmer,
(catching pass) MHS tight end Jeff Downey,
(holding plaque) MHS defensive tackle David
Wallace, (12) Calloway linebacker Russell Usher,
(bottom left, No. 83) Calloway tight end Mark Duncan, and (far right) Murray linebacker Steve
Rutledge (8)and wide receiver Mark Boggess(1).

Dolph
spark!
to 38-

When you qualify as a preferred risk for
State Auto Companies' special Medalist Auto
Policy, your rates won't go up with your first
accident.
Unlike similar policies that require three years
of policy ownership, the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately.
The Medalist recognizes the older, safer
driver with substantial rate reductions and
broader coverage. Rate reductions begin as
early as age 25 and are particularly attractive
for the 45 to 64 year old.
If you have a safe driving record, see just
how low your car insurance premium can be
with the Medalist Auto Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies.
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe drivers.

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451

Representing

Bring
your
family
together
with
Franklin's
Family Pack:
Thorobred
Computers
Olympic Plaza
Murray

753-7733

Computer

Seven locals earn All-WKC

for 1983 grid performances
The personal computer
system with something
for everyone.

Games, home finance software, and more
Franklin's Family Pack includes
•ACE 1000 Plus personal computer with
disk drive
•Time Is Money' home finance software
•Snack Attack and Friends - 3-in-1 game
diskette
•Checkers " game diskette
•Joystick
•Window " magazine on a disk
Monitor
$
Not
•Franklin BASIC
Included
manual

49R

Frank..Pam*,Pad 81wasems5 of Frankel Compute,Co,osratuc Trne Moneys 4 r,951,,.:,i,aleos.ry 4T em.Port some,"
Mc Seed NW* and Fronde6.V.na.01 Furtasec
refuse 2 , laved Sate s ana3.5.5...5" Ohm+. C,peraeor
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Seven football players,
five from Murray High
and two from Calloway
County, were honored
recently as 1983 All-West
Kentucky Conference
selections.
The official announcement came during the annual business meeting of
the district coaches at
Lake Barkley Lodge. The
coaches had selected
their respective teams a

Present A Special Christmas Gift To You!

No Payments Until March 1, 1984
On

New Chevettes, New Citations & New Light Duty
Trucks

If Purchased After Nov. 28th And Prior To January 4, 7984
•

wan&

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
U.S. 641 South

Murray, Ky.

75 3 7617

few weeks ago, but decided not to officially release
the names until recently
when all of the state
playoffs were over.
Making the All-WKC
team from MHS were
seniors Mark Boggess,
Jeff Downey, Chris
Farmer, David Wallace
and junior Steve
Rutledge.
The Calloway selections, both seniors, were
Mark Duncan and
Russell Usher.
Of the seven selected,
four were offensive stars
and three were defensive
standouts.
Boggess, although a
multi-purpose player for
the Tigers this year, was
selected as wide receiver
— a position he played
primarily during the last
three games of the 55
season.
According to MHS
coach Tony Franklin,
"Mark is such a
respected athlete by the
coaches in this area, I
think he would have been
selected All-VOCC at any
position he was
nominated for."
Most of the 1983 Tigers
.piairecf both offense and
'defense this year, includintall five honorees.
Both Calloway selections
were two-way players
also.
Besides Boggess' selec-

tion on offense, the Tigers
also placed Farmer at
fullback and Downey at
tight end. Duncan was
selected as the Lakers'
sole offensive selection at
tight end.
Defensively, Rutledge
and Usher were both
named All-WKC
linebackers and Wallace
was chosen for his
outstanding play at
defensive tackle.
All seven players were
previously honored by
their teammates and
coaches at their respective athletic banquets this
fall. Both Farmer and
Usher were their team's
most valuable player
selections this year.

Top 20 Poll
The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press college football poll,
with first-place votes in parentheses,
season records, total points based on 201918-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-74-5-4
2-1 and last week's ranking
Record Pts Pvs
31 hlu
A ebraslia
bum 1521 12-0-0
1,097 1
2.Texas 31
11-04
1041 2
4-1-0
973 3
4.Illinois
10-14
910 4
5.Miami. Fla
10-1-0
Ile 5
6
76
Soeorg
Meth
Methodist
ia odi
10-1-0
824 6
9-1-1
731 7
&Michigan
9-2-0
694
9 Brigham Young 101-0
649 9
10 Iowa
94-1
'MS 10
‘
11 12
12.Floilds
t-2-1
. 521 11
1140h
3.
lloston
io sutt
CoUeige 9-21
425 15
8-3-0
316 14
15 Pittsburgh
8-2-1
Ma 16
16 Maryland
11-34
• 17
17 Air Force
0-2-0
149 11
11-West Virginia
7
6-3-0
44
36
M 19
3
19 Alabama
20 F.ast Carolina
93
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Decision made after 2-8-1 review

Sports Scoreboard

Feix turns in resignation as'Topper coach
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Jimmy Feix,
head football coach at
Western Kentucky for the
past 16 years, has asked
to be relieved of his
coaching .
,.4_uties and
reassigned to a different
position at the university.
Feix said that he made
the decision Monday morning after reviewing
year-end evaluations
done on the football program by himself, Athletic
Director John Oldham
and Vice President of Student Affairs John Minton.
"In light of the season I
had, and as a result of the
evaluations, I felt the pro-

gram needed some enthusiastic direction and 1
believe that maybe a new
coach would be able to do
that," Feix said in a
telephone interview.
"I don't feel comfortable with the support
we had. Our crowds were
down and I felt It would
be in the best interest of
the program for us to
have a new coach."
Feix said the year-end
evaluations started when
Western left the Ohio
Valley Conference two
years ago to become an
independent in football.
Western finished 2-8-1
this season.
"The crux (of the
evaluations) is we just

did not have the fan support and crowd attendance a program needs to
have," Feix said. "A losing record does that and
you begin to wonder
what's wrong with a program. You get a new
head man and that gets
the job done sometimes."
Feix said he was not
asked to resign and said
he didn't feel that

Western officials were
trying to blame him for
the program's problems.
"You can't place the
blame on one person; it
Just happened that way,"
Feix said. "I don't think
anybody was trying to
blame me.
"I made the decision to
resign myself this morning, because I've been
here 27 years and this
program is my life. If my
stepping down will help
the program, then that's
what I want to do."
WKU president Donald
W. Zacharias said in a
news telease he will
recommend to the
Western Board of
Regents that it accept

Tar Heel stars punished for tardiness
take out aggression on Mocs,85-63
By The Associated Press
Sam Perkins and Kenny Smith, key operatives
for No. 2 North Carolina's
attack, were late for the
team's pre-game meal
and, consequently, were
not in the starting lineup
for their game against
Tennessee-Chattanooga.
But Michael Jordan
had a strong game with 28
points and Perkins came
off the bench to add 16 as
the Tar Heels broke open
a close game early in the
second half and ate up
their visitors 8.5-63 Monday night.
North Carolina Coach
Dean Smith, who won his
498th career game,
disciplined Perkins and
Smith for being five
minutes late to the meal
as Dave Popson started
ahead of Perkins and
Steve Hale replaced Jordan.
The Tar Heels, 2-0, led
33-30 at halftime before
Tennessee-Chattanooga,
the Southern Conference
champions, surged ahead
early in the second half.
That's when North
Carolina used a 14.2
streak to get out of trouble.
Brad Daugherty added

16 points for the Tar
Heels, who had dropped
from No. 1 to second
behind Kentucky in the
Associated Press poll
released earlier in the
day.
Only two other Top
Twenty teams played
Monday — 12th-ranked
Louisiana State beat
North Carolina Wilmington 94-59 and No.
15 Boston College routed
Stonehill 97-63.

Tonight the Murray High Tigers begin their 198384 basketball season when the junior varsity and
varsity boys travel to Wingo for a doubleheader
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
The rest of the Tigers'schedule looks like this:
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
.............Home
Away
...._....Home
Away
Home

College Basketball
Virginia Tech SI, Towels St 53
Idowsys Collsp Beskethell Scores
VMI 71, Emory 1i Beery
LAST
W Caroline 0./MBlonIl
Cud V,Iliessiell 13
I.
WM,Forest 71,Fumes 1111
Ckorge W asiungten 115, Md
West Viripsia rs, mow Pa *
Ems on 73
Wan MI, Latish II
108111121T
Detroit mormatressyst a,OT
Is..U,Morgan Si•
Drake a,mouse.a
La Salk 71, Monmouth*
MIN;Ted.11.011116114.OT
1.0systte8 Moravian II
MAIL OD,111118iNg41
War 11I, St Michael's*
Navy 77, Callierele,Pali
111611/871,166611(1war Ala 56
Messrs MAL.1she Firmer 73
NemIL 11
Ilesaww 71, Sorel al the
Previewer*is,wow
Reboil Menlo0,Leek Hamm 11. 11 °matt
N Inure 0,Westmer
Temple 11,Demi..
Nerthwermrn 0,Bradley 42
SOUTH
1. 1111rmis 71, Mitimmes Oty
Alabama U.Cliatimeti51
SW Milner 75, Lincoln, IS.. M
Airman& St. N,JINNI,&C.111
Velprsisa 1111, Gahm
As 511, Celemliss54
V. mink 74, Wis.-Pantile0
ssiptwa,Teem Frms54
WM-Grew Bay 74, &Ler 85.0T
Category 13, Got.Merida U
Wane N.,Mist. U, Mich.-Dearborn
Carmel MI,Piedmont61
CMOs"'97,Southern U. M.
Xavier 71, Kamen 37
E. Kentecky
wumustas ts
E.Tamers,St 14, N Georgia 14
Fiends510.Tamps 75
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 14,Tendon Si. $7
Gm Seallon111,Mord 56
Horton Baptist 71, Oklahoma SIN
Geer*Term*.Abloom Mill 75
Lunar 71, St. Mary's,Tessa,57
Grumbling& N.Vilip CNN.II
Oklahoma@ City 72,SW Kamm 75.0?
Loglim a.N.Ite-WINNNOws10
Southern Methodist III,
Irmleisem Tech 73, W. Kedermy 71,
10?
Soothwestern 71
Tema-Arlington II, Tema .151 54
Mississippi St 47, Birmiegtona
Southern 41
FAR WEST
Cai.4ryln.I1,Idaho 71
Morehead II, Lincoln Memorial 57
Colorado 51, Revs 12
N C.-MbevUle 57, N.C. Charlotte 54
Davis'71, Doane N
NE Leuislem II, NW Louisiana 16
INN St. S. Utab 71
North Caroline 18, Ts.-Clettanings
Lwg Sew* St. 73,San Diego0,OT
Las ANIMA St. Si. Cal-Davis 71, OT
Poinuivenie IV,Davidson 30
Monteas N,St Martin's 51
Rider 711, James Madison 6111
San mese St 72, Si Mary's, Calif
S Plaids IS, Bettnuo-Oseknon 13
61,01
S. Mitisisimpi
Roilim 71
Stanford 95 Bemidji St
Stetson N. Mississippi Coil 17

College Top 20 Polls
The AP Top Tweet,
The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press' 191344 college
basketball poll, with first-place votes
in parentheses, total paints lured on
20-111-15-17-111-13-14-13-12-11-1044-7444-34-1, record through Sunday and last
week's ranking
Record Pt. Pvs
LICentucky 1941
14
NI 2
2.N Carolina (24 t 14
Ni I
3.Georgetown(3 34
1111 4
4.Memphis St
3-0
819 5
Slow.
14
708 7
4.Maryland
14
412 8
7.N.Carolina St 4-0
182 —
&Houston
1-1
514 3
11.UCLA
24
252 9
10.0regon St.
04
454 10
11.5lichigen St
442 12
2-0
I/Louisiana St
14
417 11
13.Georgia
24
333 16
11.Arkermas
3-1
Ni 14
15.Bostm College 0-0
Ni 1$
18.DePaid
1-0
111 Ill
17.Fromo St
1-1
146 13
117 —
11.W0s St.
1-4
19.St. John's
24
II
30 Va. Commnw 04
14

PHILADELPHIA t AP — The top 20
collegiate women's bireketball teems
in the nation through Nov VI as compiled by Mel Greenberg of The
Philadelphia Inquirer on the votes of
18 women's casette.. Teems, First
Place votes in parentheses, season's
records, points and lest week's ranklag
141/CIIN Pts Pvs
1.Southrn C IC 34 1,1111 1
2.1rmidana Tch(1)04 1,113
3.Georgis
34 1,1113 3
&Texas
14 1,0111 4
5.Tionames
3-1
Ni 5
6.Lig 114111
04
Ni 6
714
7.1(wwwillate
24
71715
6.111wiliNg
64
1.11wykod
1-1
710 1
10.11o. Carotin St
34 611 11
11.01d Dominion
3-1
50 7
Itrmbern
14
555 12
13.Leedsians State 14
SO 13
14.Flingers
14
312 14
15.PIM State
34
38 17
141.01no State
14
278 18
17.1dissourl
3-1
210 15
111.Western Krucky 24
143
111. Clemson
3-0
102
04
75 19
CheTney

Pro Basketball
Nadas'Beinermall Mnsclatim
AB Timms1ST
CASTMI00111,111111101
Mak Illudin
W L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
ii
7111 —
Beam
11 5 NO 1
New York
▪ 2/
1
2
New Jersey
•
371 3
Washingtes
•
Central MOWN
Yaw awarre
Detroit
Clung*
5
Cleveland
4 1
Lodiima
4 1
.7117
WESTERN C0f4FE30ENCJE
Midwest Dines*
Dallas
10 4
714
Denver
a 7 .533 2/
1
2
Kansas City
417
7
Utah
7
4311 4
San Antonio
S Si vs 5
5 9 357 5
ti"I"n
us Aavie.
Pacine Divine's
11 4 774—
Portland
II 5 01
4t
Golden State
I 8 Ni.
31
/
2
Seattle
1
.20 3/
1
2
Phoenix
5 10 .333 6
San Diege
5 11
313 6/
1
2
Idendey's Game
Kansas City 113, Portland 154
Tunday's Gomm
San Antonio at New York, 7:35 p.m
Milwaukee at Wasfungtec, 7:35 p.m.
Cleveland at Detroit, 7 35 p.m
Demmer at Atlanta , 7 40 p.m.
Chicago at Houston, 7 40 p.m.
Philrmelphia at Indiana,1,35 p.m.
10Phoenix
p.m: vs. Utah, at Les Vegas.
San Diego at Seattle, 10. 30 p.m
Lou Angeles at Golden State. 10,35
m
Wednesday's Gams
New York at New Jersey,7:35 p.m.
Atlanta at Philadelphis, 7:15 p.m.
Portland at Cleveland,7:36 p.m.
San Antonio at Baskin,1 p.m.
Denver at Milwaukee,1 30 p.m_
Houston at Dallas,1:35 p.m
Kansas City at Phoenix,9:8 p.m.
Utah at San Diego, 10,35 p.m.

Pro Hockey
NEW YORK (AP) —
Right wing Mike Bossy
of the New York
Islanders, who scored
four goals and collected
four assists while stretching his consecutivegame point-scoring
streak to 14, was named
the National Hockey
League's Player of the
Week.

Pro Football
National Football Leave
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PT
9 4 4 .552316
Miami
7 6 0 .135340
Buffalo
Baltimore 6 7 0 .412 2111
New England6 7 0 .5030
4 7 0 .50252
NY Jets
PlIbburgh
Cleveland
CiDC101111b

Houston

O 4
1 5
5 1
1 12

Central
0 111
0 812
0 315
0 Tr7

NI
213
2X1
ri

PA
10
Ni
313
151
257
312
384
313
so

West
LA Raiders 10 3 0 70 346 Ni
Nem,
7 6 0 sm 332 54
7 6 0 xm 356 3,66
Seettle
Kansas City 5 1 0 315 291 20
San Diego 5 8 0 385 Me 352
National Conference
East
x-Dallas
11 2 0 1146 417 777
x-WastogIoo 11 2 1 06 442 279
423 70 391
5 7 I
St. Lade
Plilledelphis 4 9 0 01 190 754
Ni 727 2119
N Y Giants 3 9 1
Central
Detroit
7 6 0 538 252 247

Minnesota
Chicago
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

7 6 0 5.31 81 30
6 7 0
462 241 as
6 7 0 462 30 379
2 11 0
154 191 311
West
LA Rams 8 5 0 615 319 315
New Orleans 7 6 0 538 275 307
San Fencer° 7 6 0 538 132 345
Atlanta
6 7 0 *2 211 357
1-clinched playoff mot
Monday's Game
Miau3S.ChecaluN H
Monday,Dec 1
Lou Angeles Raiders at San Diego
In
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CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE
Oak Grove, Ky.

to 38-14 win
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We Are Now
Open Again For
Business.
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This Saturday
December 3
From 8:30 a.m.%
to 5:00 p.m. S
at Murray
Home & Auto S

439-4592
Jq)
-.3-

•.es. ••.4./
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Marino, the AFC's
passing efficiency leader,
threw for 217 yards and
three TDs as the 9-4
Dolphins took a two-game
lead over Buffalo in the
Eastern Division and
moved to within a game
of wrapping up the title.
Duper, who caught
scoring passes of 7 and 15
yards, had five catches
for 84 yards, allowing him
to maintain a pace that
would give him a 1,000yard receiving season —
the first in Dolphin
history.
Marino, meanwhile,
boosted his record as a
starter to 6-2 and a victory over Houston next
Sunday will clinch the
division Crown and send
the Dolphins into the
playoffs.
The loss all but
eliminated the 5-8
Bengals from the playoff
picture, and Coach Forrest Gregg and players
agreed they were their
own worst enemy Monday night.
Cincinnati, which trailed 1744 at halftime, lost
twojtunbles and quarterback Ken Anderson threw
two interceptions, one
that led to Marino's 3yard, fourth-quarter
touchdown toss to tight
end Dan Johnson

Tigers tipoff season tonight

December
2 Paducah Tilghman
6 Hickman County
9 Marshall County
13 St. Mary
16 Calloway County
20 Trigg County
,28 Tilghman Tournament
January
6 Fulton County
13 Mayfield
17 Henry County
20 Calloway County
"If we leave here
27 Fulton City
tonight as a better team,
31 Ballard Memorial
then our time was well._ ebuary
invested," he said.
3 Carlisle County
Jerry Reynolds scored
7 Mayfield
14 points and four other
10 Marshall County
13 Calloway County
Louisiana State players
were in double figures for
17 Christian County..
the- Tigers. Derrick
21 Farmington
Taylor and reserve. 24 Fulton County
Nikita Wilson each had 12

sparks team

•

arthoscopic knee surgery
three weeks ago, scored
17 of his 22 points in the
first half to help Boston
College win its season
opener.

Despite the loss,
Tennessee-Chattanooga
Coach Murray Arnold
saw some bright spots for
his 1-1 team.
"I saw some pretty nice
things I feel we can build
on," Arnold said. "Before
we came in here, I felt
North Carolina was No. 1
in the country and I still
feel that way.

Dolphin duo

MIAMI (AP) — The
redhot passing combination of Dan Marino to
Mark Duper is setting the
National Football League
on fire and blazing the
trail the Miami Dolphins
are traveling toward the
playoffs.
The Cincinnati Bengals
are but the latest victims
of the dynamic duo's
destruction, yielding a
pair of touchdowns to the
tandem Monday night
during a 38-14 loss to the
defending American Conference champions.

points as LSU, 2-0, scored
the first eight points of
the game and was ahead
39-21 at halftime.
Senior forward Jay
Murphy, who underwent

Feix's request.
"I will recommend that
Coach Feix's request to
be reassigned to an appropriate new role at
Western be honored by
the Board of Regents,"
Zacharias said. "During
the search for a new
coach, Coach Feix and
his staff will continue to
represent the university
in its recruiting efforts."
Feix said he hoped to
continue his duties as a
physical education
teacher and "I am anxious to participate in any
activities the school has
for me."
But he said he will miss
being on the sidelines on
Saturdays.
"I will miss coaching
an awful lot; it's all I've
known," Feix said. "I
may have withdrawal
pains, but maybe I'll find
out there's life after
coaching. I just don't
know yet, but I hope so."
Feix entered the
Hilltopper coaching
ranks 27 years ago as an
assistant coach and was
named head coach at his
alma meter in 1968.
Feix has posted a 10656-6 record, a winning
percentage of .649, over
the past 16 seasons, making him the winningest
football coach in Western
history.
He coached Ohio Valley
Conference championship teams at Western six
times in 1970, 1971, 1973,
1975, 1978 and 1980 and
three of his teams finished a close second in the
OVC race.
In 1973 and 1975, his
teams advanced to the
championship game of
the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs.
Feix, Western's first
football All-American in
1949, coached 12 athletes
who earned that honor.
"I'm very sorry to see
Jimmy leaving our football program," said WKU
Athletic Director John
Oldham said in a news
release. "He's done great
things for the sport and
for Western during his
many years on our staff."

Now
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BUY HERE AND
$AVE
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Aged Holf-Whole or Slices

Country Hams..12 lb to 18lb

Z

Whole— 1O-121b.
Pork Loin

Bring The Kids
And Tell Santa
What You Want a

$139
Sliced Into Chops Lb.

Brown Thompson Whole Hog

Sausage

Bags or Patties

1 39

Old Fashion Hillbilly
$

Franks

g
• s
We Have Gifts
For Everyone l
il
In The Entire
Family

1 69

— Order Now—
We Mail Country Hams All
Over The Nation!
The Perfect Christmas Gift

Choice Sides of Beef
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

u'

$1 29

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON
GIBSON NAM CO..•

753-1401
t_ !zest 1:7.7'
p.ae.
107 N. 3/4 St.
sm.-12 p.a. Set.
—
Only federal Inspected Meot Market In Muiroy
e-

'ea

41,
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Homemade explosive left at office door puzzles authorities
CORBIN, Ky. (AP) — officials said they had
Deputy State Fire Mar- received no threats
shal Larry Henderson against the agency prior
said someone experienc- to the device being left
ed with explosives and Monday. And they said
"who definitely knew they could not think of
what they wanted to do" anyone upset enough with
was responsible for a the agency to want to
homemade explosive blow up the 3rd Street
device being left at the building.
Traffic was diverted
door of the Human
around one of Corbin's
Resources office here.
But Human Resources busiest streets for about

1 Strain for
breath
5 Century plant
9 Music as
written
12 Seed coating
13 Wander
14 Part of circle
15 Roof of
mouth
17 Mans
nickname
18 Number
19 Memorandum
21 Frolic
23 Strews
27 Cooled lava
28 Military
student
29 Legal
matters
31 Crony
colloo
34 Symbol tor
silver
35 Leaves a ship
38 Enlisted man
coltoq
39 Soak

DOWN
Answer to Preveses Punk
1 Opening
2 Macaw
A
E
A
P
3 Yellow ocher •
M A
4 Sowed
A
A
5 Rugged
0
I.
mountain
A
14 A
a
crest
6 Behold.
A
7 Eggs
A
a
8 Lampreys
A
9 Petty ruler
A
I.
10 Woody plant
A
A
11 Skin ailment
A
16 Stagger
M
20 Commissions
22 Parent
coliog
48 Small piece
premium
23 Mark left by
wound
49 Tibetian
33 Hold on
Enclosure
for
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by water
59 Demon
60 Melody
62 Great Lake
63 Dance step
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48 Embrace
51 Dispatched
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53 Near
55 Land
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44 Sun god
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83
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Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors.......
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

PRP

51
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hospital hall chair, dress- years ago.
"We're calling her
ed in pajamas and wrapped in a woman's Christy," Mrs. Sanders
sweater, Marlene said of the blond infant.
Sanders, a registered "She came close to
Christmas and we
nurse,said Monday.
"We've enjoyed having thought it would be a nice
•
her because it's been name."
The baby was found
awhile since we had a
newborn here," she said, about 12:30 p.m. Saturexplaining that deliveries day,she said.
The infant's umbilical
stopped when a doctor
moved away several cord had been cut and

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT—INVESTMENTS

11

4

1 12

material would be
analyzed at the state
police lab at Frankfort.
Asked to describe the
device, Henderson said in
a news conference in the
southeastern Kentucky
town that "it was a bottle
with wires coming out of

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

MI R

,1

a.m. by Doris Chaney, a
Human Resources
employee.
State police Trooper
A.J. Raisor and Henderson defused the device.
They declined to discuss
specifically what they
found and said the

a package."
Corbin Fire Chief Obie
Hollingsworth said
neither he nor the explosive experts knew
what the liquid was, but
he added that "there's a
whole fifth of whatever it
is."

Hospital staff'adopts'abandoned baby
FULTON, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities say they still
have no clues as to who
abandoned an infant girl
at the Fulton Hospital or
how the infant was left
without notice.
And that's okay with
the hospital staff, who
say the infant has been
pleasant holiday season
surprise.
The infant was left in a

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

five hours Monday until
experts dismantled the
device — a whiskey bottle
containing an unidentified liquid with wires
leading to what appeared
to be a battery and a fuse.
The device was
discovered about 7 : 30
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taped with cellophane.
Police Chief C.M. Jobe
said he sent the pajamas,
sweater and tape to the
state police laboratory at
Frankfort for analysis.
"I have people with
their ears open to hear
what they Can find out,"
Jobe said.
The baby is being cared
for by the hospital staff
until a judge determines
custody.
Mrs. Sanders said the
baby, which may have
been born prematurely,
was believed to be just a
few hours old when she
was discovered. Other
than being cold, the child
was in good health. She
weighed 4 pounds 8
ounces.
.
Hospital administrator
David Lasure believes
this is the first case of its
kind at the hospital.
"At other hospitals I've
been at, we've had people
come in and have the
baby, and then leave
them behind, but I never
heard of a case like this,"
Lasure said.
Hospital officials had
expected inquiries from
someone who knew about
the baby, but hadn't
heard from anyone by
Monday, he said.
"I never remember a
case like this in Fulton,
except for rumors I have
heard that something like
this happened a long time
ago," Jobe said.

People were asked to
leave offices and homes
near the building while
authorities waited for
Raisor to arrive from
Frankfort with his equipment.
Henderson said he and
Raisor could not tell for
sure how much damage
such a device could cause
if it was detonated.
Michael Gregory, a
field office supervisor of
the Department of Social
Services, said no one had
threatened to bomb the
office in the six years he
has worked there.
He said parents involved in a child abuse or
neglect cases occasionally have made threats, but
"nothing that we considered serious."
Brad Hughes, a
spokesman for the
Human Resources
Cabinet, said that
Gregory gave information to investigators
about three cases that
"resulted in some
animosity." But Hughes
said those people were
not suspected in Monday's incident.
Agents with the federal
Bureau for Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms
were working with state
police and fire marshals
in the investigation.
In addition to the
homemade device,

authorities also were investigating a message
left on the window of a
side entrance to the
building.
State police found the
word "death" scribbled
on the window in a
purplish color. The
substance was surlikir to
lipstick and state police
said they found a lipstick
container at a nearby
building. The materials
would be analyzed in
Frankfort, they said.
Raisor and Henderson
spent about 30 to 40
minutes studying the
device before they began
to dismantle it. "There's
a lot more involved than
just cutting those wires,"
Henderson said later.
Asked how dangerous
the task was, he said
"Anytime you get the
device taken care of
you're lucky."

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
November 79, 1993
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stationa
Receipts Act 1047 Est 700 Barrows
• Gilts 1 lower Sows even under
5001.00 lower, over 500 60 higher
$39 50-4000
US 1.2 210-340 lbs
US 2 700-210 lbs
938 50-39 50
139 00-39 50
US 2210-260 lbs
$38 00-3900
US 2-1 250-770 lbs
Sows
328 50-30 00
US 1-2 270-380 lbs.
$79 50-31 OD
US 1.3 300-450 lbs
US 1.3 450-500 lbs
$31 00-12 50
$32 50.5430
US 1-3 300-660 lb.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
928 50-29 50
Boars 93400-2600
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FOR WEDNESDAY, NOyEMBER30,19013
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

1.Lega
I, the

Heart interests prosper.
Slight misunderstandings can
be cleared up. Both singles
and marrieds find new
reasons to care.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 201
The personal touch leads to
career successes. Work that
comes your way is right up
your alley. Connections prove
helpful.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 201
Couples grow closer. You'll
get positive feedback for yout
ideas. Save extra time for hobbies and leisure activities.
CANCER
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By Abigail Van Buren

STARVE A COLD,
-F_ _EED A FEVER --

Pop-In Visits Leave
Woman Ready to Snap

YOU DON'T
LOOK HAPPY,
GARFIELD

LYN PAVT5

HAPPY ABOUT
GOING TO THE
CLINIC? PUT
YOURSELF IN
MY 5HOES

1-29

YOU GET TO
FLIRT WITH
THE LADY
VET WHILE
GET II-1E
BUSINESS
ENP OF HER
THERMOMETER

1503 united Feature Syndicate Inc

YOU MAKE
YOU &INS DON'T
APPRECIATE WHAT GOOD MONEY...
FREE MEDICAL
A GOOD DEAL
YOU'VE GOT
CARE...

I'LL HAVE THE 777—
SPAGHETTI AND
MEATBALLS

DEAR ABBY: I am a fairly competent young woinan
who can usually handle any given situation, but at this
point I am ready to explode.
Once again I have been surprised by my mother-in-law,
who lives 125 miles away. She gives me absolutely no
notice. She just gets into her car and drives here! Abby,
she must know several hours in advance where she's
heading. We both have telephones, and it doesn't coat that
much to call. She could even call collect and I wouldn't
mind.
Lucky for her someone has always been here when she
pops in. I wish just once she'd come and find the house
locked up with nobody home. It might teach her a lesson.
I've begged her to give me a little notice, but she never
does.
What can I do? Sometimes I've made plans for the day,
and when she surprises me I just can't leave her. Her
excuse: "I didn't want you to fuss."
When she's here, my husband (her only son) pays very
little attention to her, so guess who has to entertain her?
Help me, Abby. I can't take much more of this.
HAD IT

AND IN TURN, \C TO DIE A LITTLE,
IF CALLED UPON
WHAT DO WE
ASK OF YOU?

I RECOMMEND YOU
TAKE IT WITHOUT
THE
MEATBALLS

THE SPAGHETTI
ALONE IS
BAD ENOUGH

DEAR HAD IT: Roll with the punches. When she
pops in, if you've made plans, just take her at her
word—don't "fuss." Pop out and go about your
business. Maybe she just likes to drive.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My wedding invitations went out two
weeks ago and the response cards are coming in. Abby,
they are throwing me into total panic!
I sent invitations to 31 single people. Nowhere on the
invitation did I indicate "and guest," but soi,far 14 of these
single guests have returned cards with the names of their
"guests" written in.
Two couples have informed me that if they can't bring
their children, they will not attend. I do not want children
under 12 years old. And if I allow one, I will have to have
at least 20.
Abby, due to space limitations and a tight budget. I
cannot accommodate any more than I have already
invited.
Please tell me what to do.
CHRISTMAS BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: If you can't personally write or
phone those who have informed you that they are
bringing a guest (or their children), enlist the help
of one or two close friends. Be assured that you are
in no way being rude or unreasonable to inform
invited guests that due to space limitations you
regret that you cannot accommodate their guests or
children.
•••
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DEAR ABBY: Has there ever been a book written on
wheelchair etiquette? If so, I would like to buy several
dozen copies and pass them around.
Because of an accident, I am confined to a wheelchair.
It is a difficult enough adjustment to make without
having to put up with the thoughtlessness and insensitivity of some people.
When I am shopping with my husband, the salesperson
will invariably apk my husband, "What size is she?"
Being unable to 'Walk does not necessarily mewl that I am
deaf, mute or of diminished mental capacity.
Also, when I am out with friends, I have had so many
coats, hats, pocketbooks and packages piled on top-of me
that I look like a rolling rummage sale!
who likeatoietlo of
And:lest I forget, them':!`b&
ifty wheelchair at the top of an incline, only to run up
after a few steps to catch it with a jerk. ,
Please pint MTh, Abby. I m'afire there'll)*liifGrkistial'ef
least) who get around in wheelchairs who would appreciate it.
FOUR-WHEELER

righl

June 21 toJuly 22)
Invite your best friends over
for happy times. Parties given
now surpass your expectations. Work gains are also likely to accrue.
LEO
!July 23 to Aug. 22) 424g
7
Charm and persuasion open
doors for you. You seem to
find the appropriate word for
each occasion. Enjoy creative

TT1

pursuits.

ifpuzL

VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
You receive a lovely gift'
Shop for luxury items such as
jewelry and art objects.

PRIOCI

Domestic interests are
highlighted later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 Ain
Pay special attention to
your appearance and you'll
certainly attract compliments
and new admirers. Things go
your way.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21.1 nt,
You'll want to be alone with
a loved one. A surprise gift
would be in order. Save some
time for going over your accounts.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov.22 to Dec. 211
Be sure to socialize today.
You may be introduced to someone you find especially appealing. Your popularity is

)9440

definitely on the rise.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
You'll receive some recognition today, but you must keep
plugging at other projects.
Higher-ups are receptive to
your ideas.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Friends at a distance bring
you luck. You may be attracted to someone of a different background. Speak out
at group functions.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
A platonic relationship has
romantic overtones. Continued career success is
assured today. Clarify your
position at business meetings.
YOU BORN TODAY are

)0U'

creative and like adventure!
You'd make a good war correspondent, though you'll also
have success in any creative
field. Your powers of
observation are acute and
you're skilled in communicating your ideas. At
times, you can be suspicious of
others and need to cultivate a
cheerful attitude Though experience teaches you much
about your fellowman, you
must be tolerant of others'
weaknesses. Writing, teaching
.and painting are riP1`14 in
Which you may have excepbanal talent. Birth date of:
Winston
• Churchill.,
statesman; Mark Twain,
writer; and Dick Clark, TV
personality.

n IC110
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1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

I, the undersigned, will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Edward E
Johnson,

5

LEGAL
NOTICE
On November 7,
1983, Jackson Purchase Broadcasting
Company, licensee
of AM station, WSJP, filed with the
Federal Communications Commission an application to increase its
power to 2,500 watts
D-DA, daytime.
WSJP operates on a
frequency of 1130
kHz with a daytime
power of 1,000
watts. Studios and
transmitter are
located on Diuguid
Road in Murray,
Kentucky. Principals in the
Jackson Purchase
Broadcasting are
Sammy Parker and
Joe M. Parker. A
copy of the application and related
materials are on
file for public inspection at WSJP
studios on Diuguid
Rd. in Murray, Ky.
during normal
business hours
from 8 a.m. till 5
p.m.

CAUGHT by a sur
prised PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? If
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counselling, and medi.
cal and financial planning/assistance. 7530700.

We can copy your
old family photos
while you wait and
you take the
originol home with
you.
CARTER STUDIO
300 Main

Excellent Xmas
Gifts: Antique
it Reproduction
Antique Clocks
for Sale. Will
also repair
almost any
clock.
Call J.D.
McKinney at
753-6347 after
5p.m.
•
5110P
Mire Ile price

CAO.CILL
Coin .°

753 8298

FOR SALE: Holiday
Pecans for your holiday
goodies. No. 1 halves.
Call 753-5568 after 5p.m.
GET your old
photographs copied.
Color or black and
white. Reasonable
rates, fast service. Call
753-7563.

Let me be your elf.
I'll shop, wrap or
drive for you!
Reasonable Ratite.

WANT TO RENT
3 acres dark tobacco
for 1984-crop.

435-41

•

GOODMAN'S Art Shack
on the Tom Taylor Rd.
will open for the season
Nov. 19th. Register now
for free prints to be
given away Dec. 24th.
Call 753-3473.

Hove 5 minutes?
Coll 759-4444 for

an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.
5. Lost and Found
LOST, 2 month old
Female Blue Healer
cowdog puppy,long tail
with bare spot toward
the tip. Lost in vacinity
of Expo Center. Reward. Call 753-0227.
LOST, on highway between Stella and Coldwater. Blonde female
Cha-wawa. $50 reward.
Call 489-2794.

REWARD. Small
Shelty, looks like
miniature collie. Silver
and black, mixed with
white markings. Answers to name of Pep
1..
per. Call 759-1253 or
FAYE'S
753-9992.
MONOGRAMS
REWARD for returning
753-7743
4 rings and 2 necklaces
Several styles and
which were lost at
colors available. Murray Game, Sat.
night. If found please
Fast service. Gift call
Jill at 762-2307 these
Certificates!
rings are very sentimental. There is a nice
reward.

Sbap without ring shopping
WIrf compisto
product lies, fully

Allellartin01144-222L 1211
753-5365

Holiday
Shopping
and
Wrapping
by Vickie
753-0492

Best Prices
on
Wood Stoves

Jim Salter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Toes.,
'Titers., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
OWs-Pont.-Ccid.-Inick

2. Notice

I. Help Wanted

2. Notice

Call Tony
MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
753-8201

150111001065.

CA

Lorry

Muhl bistribrting, (502)
753-7653.

3IE"X 3013

M

3IEA

-4. Help Wanted
-WOMAN ta live' wIth
'871d care for an elderly
lady. Room, board and
salary. Days, 753-9868.
Nights and weekends,
753-6145.

W

"WINES
110
(OK"

TEXAS Refinery Corp.
offers plenty of money
plus cash bonuses,
fringe benefits to mature person in Murray
area. Regardless of
experience, write D.T.
Sears, Pres., Box 711.
Ft Worth, Tx. 76101.

9. Situation Wanted
Will rake leaves and do
yard work. Call
492-8738.

10. Business Opportunity

24. Miscellaneous
8x2 Shelf with storage,
$100. Showcase $125.
Lawn Mower 560. 6 pcs.
nice couch set, 1400. 5
PcS. brand new Bassett
bedroom set, $800. Kitchen table with 4 chairs,
$190. All items are in
good shape and are
great buys. 103
Williams Ave, Murray.
After Ila.m. daily.
Acre portable building.
8x12 storage building,
all wood, $695. 8x16 $895.
10x16 $1095. Free delivery up to 100 miles. Call
247-7831.

32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 753
4109, 762-6650 or
436-2844.
ONE and two bedroom
apts. Furnished or un
furnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit
753-9208 after sp.m.
ONE bedroom fur
nished apt. Adults. No
pets. Lease and deposit.
Call 759-4756 or 753-9208
after 4p.m.
WANTED female
roommate to share fully
furnished house. Reasonable expenses. 7594011 after 5p.m.

W 61S6(4-1
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Notice Of Opportunity To Request
A Design Public Hearing
Dexter-Ky. 94 Road
Calloway County
This notice provides the public the opportunity to request a
Design Public Hearing on the following proposed project:
Calloway County, SSP 018 1346 001-002 005 D, Dexter, KY 94
Road (KY 1346). The project will consist of the replacement of a
bridge and approaches on KY 1346 located over Rockhouse
Creek, approximately 0.8 mile East of US 641 at Dexter, KY 1346
'hall be closed to all through traffic from the beginning of the
project. Local traffic is to be maintained to the bridge site from
both the east and west. Through traffic is to be maintained by a
detour utilizing KY 1824, KY 464 and KY 94.
The Department considers this project as a Categorical
Exclusion in accordance with the Federal Register 23 CFR
771.115 (b)(9). Federal Highway Administration's concurrence
In this action was given on October 5, 1983. Maps, plans and other
relevant project data are available for public inspection at the
District Office at Reidland between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and
4:30 P.M. Monday through Friday. Department personnel are
available at the District Office to discuss the proposed project,
reply to questions and to provide information to all interested
person.
• A Design Public Hearing will noLbe scheduled by the
Department of Highways unless a wriften muest for a hearing is
received on or before December 13, 1983. l'irr
Marjorie Wood
Highway General Manager
Department r4,,Highways
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah,Kentucky 42001
•

•
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44. Lots for Sale

Automatic Garage door
POTENTIAL $50,000
opener, needs some
100 FOOT front wooded
$80,000 Per Year. repair, Call 436-2289
lot in Whitnell Estates
National company after 6PM.
near Holiday Inn. Rebased in Lexington
ROMS
for
Rent
33.
stricted to larger
looking for qualified full BICYCLE built for two,
homes. Call 753-6453.
and part time dis- $50. One girls bicycle, ROOM for rent. $50 plus
ONE acre wooded lots,
tributors in 4 county $10. Garden tiller, utilities. 753-8165.
Call 759-4588 or 753 7637.
area. If you are bored $50.Pieces of 3 ft x 7 ft
with your job, tired of glass from sliding glass 34. Houses for Rent
working for the other doors, $5 each, small
45. Farmsfor Sale
persOn, call collect 606- life preservers $5 each. 3 BR brick, near unversify, lease/deposit, ROCK
231-7886. Investment Antique dining room
house three
suite 5450. Call 753-4501.
married. Also '68 miles west of college
covered by inventory.
FIREWOOD for sale. Chevelle Wagon, $595, with eight acres of land.
Oak and Hickory, $25 a 1709 Calloway.
Has three house trailers
14. Want to Buy
rick delivered. Call A couple of young ladies and two wells. House
753-0211.
753-3328
or
want to share a house, has three bedrooms,
Alum. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick Fireplace Insert, bath- located near campus dining, kitchen, living
up. Ed Sanitation and room sink and com- and downtown, with one and one bath. Would
Recycling Center, 436- mode, light fixtures and or two other young consider trading for city
other items. Call 753- ladies. Call Rebekah at property of equal value.
2658.
Call 753,1353.
RAW Furs. Raccoon, 9571 or come by 1318 753-6577
mink, muskrat, red and Wells Blvd
ONE small house, living
gray fox, opossum, MERRITT All-Alum. room, bedroom, kitchen 46. Homes for Sale
beaver, coyote. Mc- Headache rack, DOT and bath. Available
12 MILES East of
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. approved. $400 or best Dec.1.502-885-7436.
Murray on Hwy. 94
offer. 436-2837.
618-342-6316.
TWO Bedroom home East, 3 BR, 2 bath, large
outbuildings
and
shop,
Hickory
USED air conditioners. Oak and
living room and kitfirewood, delivered $25. on 1 acre. On blacktop chen, new 24x24
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
garage,
a rick. Call 759-1145 near Hazel. Call 1-642price $30,000. 437-4/24.
after 4 pm.
0742.
15. Articles for Sale
3 BR brick home on
Pool tables, all slate Three bedroom house,
8 INCH DeWalt radial delivered and set up furnished, near Ky. Bazzell Cemetery Rd
arm saw, legs table and with acessories, new Lake, washer and dryer near Browns Grove.
Owner saids sell. No
cover. Call 435-4351.
and used. Milon Pool included, $200. Deposit
reasonable offer reafter
Table
Sales
and
Serrequired.
753-8964
FOR Sale-Several sizes
f used. Davis and
5p.m.
folding tables, folding vices. 901-686-1177.
Sullivan Real Estate,
chairs, fiberglass for SEASONED firewood.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7165.
mobile home under- Oak and hickory. $27.50 37. Livestock-Supplies
3
BR frame house with 2
pinning, desks, files, delivered. 753-3328 or
FOUR goats for sale. acres, six miles Norexecutive chairs, 753-0211.
theast of Murray, $25,
Cheap. Call 436-2872.
pickup tool boxes. Ross
SUN tuneup machine,
000.437-4940.
and Sons Salvage, Mar- Model Tut 915. Call
38. Pets-Supplies
3 BR frame home in city
tin, TN 38237, phone 474-2325.
limits, pool, full base
901.587-2420.
6 wks. old AKC
Seasoned hickory, oak, 3
ment, garage, very
mixed hardwoods, Pomeranian puppies, Unique. Mid $30's. 75316. Home Furnishings
530/rick delivered. Min. females, $150 each. 0153 days, 753-3222
Deposit will hold. 489nights.
17 CU. Tappen Re- order-2 ricks. Call John 2651.
frigerator for sale, 436- Boyer at 753-0338.
CITY BOUND old
reMONTH
6
WOOD for sale. Call
2743.
gistered Yorkshire COUNTRY HOW. If
Energy efficient re- 753-5463 or 753-0144.
Terrier, $150 each. Call you can't make r1P your
mind where to live, why
frigerator 5200. 2 piece
753-3583.
27. Mobile Home Sales
not enjoy both. Just
den suite $100. Apt size
pups,
ready
AKC
Basset
4
BR
trailer,
12x60
minutes from town via
stove $75. Call 759-4850.
washer and dryer, wood now or for Christmas. Hwy. 641,, this older
Frigidaire washer and or electric heat, new Deposit will hold. 489home and six acres will
dryer, 5 years old, very well, V2 acre land. 2599.
make you feel you're
good condition. 759-9506.
57,000 Near Coldwater. POINTER Bird Dogs. out in the country.
GIRL'S white five pc. Call after 4 P.M. Call 492-8265.
Plenty of shade trees to
canopy bedroom suite. 435 4129.
Peg's Parlor. All breed sit under or sit on the
Call 753-3583.
12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres, dog grooming. 7531915, front porch and --relaxMOVING Sale, woods and barn, !/2 mile 9-4p.m. Peggy Gardner. . and watch the World go
wingback cOU01 S75. north of Murray. 159_ by. Come and let us
wingback chair $25. 4588 or 753-7632.
-- show you how you can
Real
Estate
43.
Metal coffee table $15.
enjoy city - country
ROOM TO STRETCH
turntable speaker $20.
ADJACENT to Pirates living. Phone 753-1492 and get in touch with the
Cove on Kentucky Lake, CENTURY 21 Loretta
other misc items. Call
earth but not !far from
5 miles west of Ken
753-7853
Jobs, Realtors.
town. This 16 acres m/1
NAUGHYDE couch and and older mobile home Lake State Park on US
FHA approved 3 BR
Realty
Spann
Call
80.
chair. Call 753-8471.
house, 5 miles 121 North
is easily assessible to
Assoc. 753-7724.
on 1/2 acre, stove and
WASHER and Dryer, town. Approximately
good condition. Call 3/4 of the land is COMMERICAL pro- dishwasher included.
tendable with a pond perty for sale on $34,000. 4892864
753 8574 or 7539021.
and creek. Partially Highway 641 North
COMBINE equity
fenced and ready for inside the Murray City
buildup and tax shelter
230'
is
125'
x
Limits.
Lot
you. Contact CENwith this rental proWood Stoves
block
concrete
with
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
near University.
and Fireplace Realtors and get ready building. Former loca- perty
Asking $28,500. Gross
Drive
Sonic
of
the
tion
for quiet living.
annual rental is $5,700.
inserts.
In and currently being
Murray Calloway
golf
miniture
as
a
28. Mobile Home Rentals used
and up
County Realty 753-8146
utilities
city
All
2 or 3 BR, newly course.
IDEAL home for
Also
furnished, natural gas available. Asking price couple. Pine Bluff
Contact
$39,900.
is
Wood Furnaces or electric heat. Shady Koaperod Realty
Shores. 759-1192.
Oaks, 753-5209.
LOOKING FOR A
Boyd Welding TWO bedroom, water 753-1222 for more GOOD
BUY? You must
information.
and
garbage
pickup
see this neat 2 bedroom
823 S. 4th St.
furnished. Hwy 121
brick just listed and
753-0371
Pordom & Thermal
South, Call 753-5405.
located on 1! 2 acres m/1
Insvronce &
and only minutes from
30. Business Rentals
town. It has a workshop
Noel Estate
18. Sewing Machines
for dad and a game
Sootfisido Conn Sq.
Mini
room for the children.
PUT a Singer under the
Murray, Kentucky
Nice shady yard with
Warehouse
tree and the Sunbeam's
mature trees. You'll get
753-4451
Free. Murray Sewing
Your money's worth in
Storage Space
Center, Bel Air Center,
this home! Call CENMurray.
NEW Brick, 3 Bedroom TURY 21 Loretta Jobs
For Rent
home for sale in Can- Realtors at 753-1492 and
753-1492
19. Farm Equipment
terbury Estates. Qual- see for yourself.
ity throughout,
tastefUlly decorated, Lovely 3 BR brick,
central electric heat large great room with
WARNING 31. Want to Rent
10 OR 100 Acre-s
o-rland
pump, 2 car attached fireplace, 2 baths, kitfor corn year 1984. Call
Fm HA Borrowers
garage, energy efficient chen /dining. Near
436 5812 or 489-2697 or
home. Owner will con- North Elementary. 1
Do not meet with
see Kynois McClure sider financing with acre lot. 759-4588 or
FmHA without
after 6p.m.
attractive terms, or will 753-7637
consider trade for an- PASSIVE Solar home,
your own legal
32. Apts. For Rent
$70's. rustic in lovely Para
other home
counsel present.
1 AND 2 bedroom apts. Phone 753 1222, dise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
Furnished and unCountry living only 10
Kopperud Realty.
furnished. Adults, no
15 WOODED acres for minutes from town.
International 504 Trac- pets. Lease and deposit.
sale Northwest of Three spacious be•
tor with bush-hog, box
753,9208 after 1p.m.
Murray.Ideal location drooms, Two full baths,
blade, fork lift and 3
1 BR apt., 2 blocks from
on blacktop road. Suited plush carpeting
bottom plow. $3000. Call
university. $130/month
for subdividing or for throughout. Kitchen
753,4501.
753-7123 until 5p.m.
private building site. complete with built-in
Asking price $18,000 appliances, lots of
22. Musical
1 Bedroom apartment
Phone Kopperud Realty storage. Don't buy any
for rent. Appliances
AM FM radio, tape furnished. Panorama
thing untill you see this
753-1222.
player witape holder,
one. By owner, 753.4501.
No pets or
Shores.
record player, adVERY nice 3 BR brick
children. Lease, deposit
justable disco lights and
on 3 acres, 2 acres
and references reperfect
speakers,
2
fenced with red barn,
quired. 436-2484 or 753condition. 753-9400.
fireplace, central tteat
7272.
BEGINNING 5 pc
and air, double carport.
Appointimotts
upstairs,
made
BR
apt.
2
drum set, 759-1192
South Graves County
unfurnished, 5041/2
for year convenience.
Coleman RE, 753 9898.
EMERSON MC1500 South 6th. No pets. Call
Fall time sales
Compact Stereo. AM' 753'8075 days, 435-4325
47, Motorcycles
FM receiver, cassette weekends.
associates evening
deck, turntable, 5 band
1981 YAMAHA 3
plumes.
bedroom
equalizer, LED clock, Clean two
Wheeler, 125 Tri-motor,
furnished apartment on
Aims Warty . 53-1211
timer, speakers. Excelexcellent condition
Low
street.
8th
S
lent condition, $175. Call
norm
. . 7534721 5520. 753,0195.
utilities. Call 753-3.584.
753-5641 after 5p.m.
lore
liestvert
1982 YAMAHA 125 3
Efficiency apartment,
YAMAHA G55 guitar
Wheeler, excellent
1603 College Farm
Ama
753-2471
husxll
Call
$125.
and case,
condition Call 4354499
Road.
Call
492-8225
Lain
lam
753-2411
753,4978 after 5p.m
after 6p m
NICE 2 bedroom unPrang Dom
7143-5715
furnished apt. Near
24. Miscellaneous
11 11311! .... 411-ng 4. Auto Services
university. Low _ utility
357 COLT, 6 inch barrel, cost. $200 a month plus
GOOD reconditioned
nickle, $295 firm 'Ant
deposit. 753-4593.
• batteries, 515.00 Exique Oak dining table
.,- change, 30 day Guaran$110. antique day bed
,
tee, 753-3711
$60 Primative tool box,
PIONEaR
can be used as corree
4.1.141 Cars
_
table 510 Antique Vat'
CAR STki
1-L67
wirac„kar4
&59r't
.-4101
ndi- CePrrctIol°
door, very
ry good
1965 Chevrolet pickup
lion, $750. Also 1974
250 motor transmission
Iz
Cooiless 4r1 Monte Carlo, $650 49an
all usable parts.
2728
S^ Call 489-2410

$250

-,t.611/1W
CCIS00

REALTY

elLett

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
1973 CHEVROLET,
Monte Carlo, PS, PB,
Air,Good condition. Call

436-5898,
1973 FORD Pinto,
locally owned, 122 CID
engine, runs good, good
tires, new brakes. $600
753-3197.
1973 PLYMOUTH, Fury
in good condition. $300.
Call 753'2748.
1973 Vega Body,
premiere snare drum,
stand and case, Zyldjan
symbols. Armstrong
Piccolo musical instruments. Would make
great Christmas. For
interested youngsters,
all items cheap
762-4001.
1974 BUICK Apollo, 2
brl., p.s., p.b., radial
tires, good body, motor,
transmission. $1,000
753-6564.
1977 PINTO automatic,
drives good, new tires,
needs new left fender,
$500. 753-5332. .
1978 MONZA, great
condition, 5,1500. 7530047.
1978 THUNDERBIRD
Town Landou, white
with blue interior, excellent condition, must
sell. 436-2682.
1978 Z 28 Camaro, local
car, 65,xxx miles.
$4,250. Call 437-1808.
1979 Z.28 Camaro, 4
speed, t tops, loaded.
Call before 5p.m., 7534320. After 5p.m. 759'
4621.
DUNE Buggy, $900.
Ready to go Call 7554501

50. Used Trucks
1975 CHEV. pickup,
automatic 350, $1,800
753-0573.
1978 4x4 SCOTTSDALE,
p.s., p.b., air, wheels,
sliding back glass, tool
box, $3,900. 753-4504.
1979 CHEVROLET' van,
PS, PB, Air, exhaust
fan, raised roof, 46,000
miles, 1980 Chevrolet
diesel pickup, 33,000
miles, PS, PB, Air,
electric locks, power
windows, twin tanks,
one owner. Call
753-1279.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. Loaded. Under
warranty. 3,200 miles.
753-8552.

51, Campers
OVERHEAD self con
tamed camper for long
Wheel base truck. $725:
753-6864.

VIII herl white rock,
smsd, Noe, rip rep and
memory amid, cosi
Cal ifirif,,,,Iledsse,
Or 753(063.
753-4545

A• PPLIANCE SER
✓ ICE. Kenmore.
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St
7 5 3 4 8 7 2, 7 5 3 • 8 8 8 6
(home).

a Mobilo Nom Anchors,
ondorpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
end doollio carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1273

L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753,5827.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.

Service Co.
Alumina aid vinyl
siiiig Custom trim work
Retereoces Call Will Ed
lailey, 753489.
SEWING machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. 'experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHG, Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7530406.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
&
WALLPAPERING

'JIM DAY

"-

52. Boats-Motors

Painting

12 FT. Alum. boat, 4 hp.
Johnson motor, anchor,
oars. $375. 436-2181.

753-3716

1973 YUKON Delta, 25 * FREE ESTWIA'ES*
ft. houseboat with
trailer, self contained,
and
sleeps 4, 80 hp. TREE topping
sale. 474-8819
Evenrude motor, $4,000 wood for
or 474-8835.
or trade for 4 Wheel
TREE work. ComPlete
Drive. Call 489-2728.
removal, topping. Experienced. Reasonable
53. Services Offered
Rates. 753-3328 or 753
0211.
Stormy
WET BASEMENT? We
Pro* Cs.
make wet basements
biscislizin I sil types ef
dry. Work completely
440m* M,Pedal ami
guaranteed. Call or
survatios. Fru utimates.
write Morgan ConRes. 753-0411
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
is.. 436-5574
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
BAILEYCARPET
for tree estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years exLow Rotes.
perience. Carpentry,
References.
Satisfied
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
Free Estimates.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
750.1013
estimates. Days 753
6973, nights 474-2276.
WILL do plumbing,
carpentry,
Guttering by Sears. heating,
Sears continuous gut- Painting and roofing.
ters installed for your 753,2211 or 7539600.
specifications,. Call WILL do hauling and
Sears 753-2310 for free cleaning of attics,
garages and
estimate.
basements. Free esInsulation blown in by
timate. Call 436-5510.
Sears. TVA approved
Will rake leaves and
Save on those high
heating and cooling clean out gutters. Call
bills. Call Sears 753-2310 753 3111.
for free estimates.

CLEANING

Low,

1
Aluminsim and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jock Glover
753-1873
dMi *Mi

I

frtigatiii-Itsideitia I
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
Mame, To.
Call Collect: 901-352-3671
II NI-352-5714
Free Estimates

WD Wp

DeVantis Coupon
Good On One Item Per Visit

20% 20% 20%
DISCOUNT COUPON
NOT VALID ON REDUCED ITEMS
Expires Doc. 30th, 1983
Soo
Frida y's
Pour

153-130

SOSSET 110111tval 110S1C

DAILY GOLD a SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed

Yesterday
Opened
Today
Up

Silver
Closed
397.00 Yesterday
Opened

392.75 Today
4.75 Up

irop‘me-ts of
GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

9.05
9.09
.04

We buy Gold Silver
and Dictriionds
Hours. 10 3 Daily
12-S Sunday

4.0

-11111(44
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J.M. Hester
dies;funeral
rites today

Mrs. Copeland Hardeman Nix Mrs. Bynum's
dies;funeral funeral today funeral rites
on Wednesday at local chapel this morning

Services for Jasper
The funeral for J.H.
Mrs. Judith Jean
Miles Hester were today Copeland, 36, Rt. 1, Col- (Hardeman) Nix is today
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of dwater community, died at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel
Henninger Funeral today at 4:15 a.m. at her of Blalock-Coleman
Home,Hopkinsville.
Funeral Home. John Dale
home.
Burial followed in the
She had taken disabili- and Robin Wadley are ofHopkinsville Memorial ty retirement as a nurses ficiating.
Gardens.
Ernie Rob Bailey is
aide at a Senior Citizens
Mr. Hester, 78, Home in Madisonville. directing the singers
Hopkinsville, died Sun- She was a member of the from the University and
day at 7:30 p.m. in a nurs- Baptist Temple in Seventh and Poplar Churing home there.
ches of Christ.
Madisonville.
Born Feb. 25, 1905, in
Active pallbearers are
Born Nov. 19, 1947, in
Montgomery County, Hopkins County, she was Elmer Collins, Dan Nix,
Tenn., he was the son of the daughter of Elsie Jimmy Nix, Bobby
the late W.O. Hester and Knight and Luther Knight Osbron, Frank Hart and
Ida Beach Hester. One who died in January 1978. Dwain Taylor.
son, Robert Hester, is
Honorary pallbearers
Mrs. Copeland is surdeceased. He was a vived by her husband, are Hamp Brooks, Sr.,
member of a Church of Edvern Thomas Jack Ward, Bob Melugin
Christ at Hopkinsville.
Copeland, to whom she and Vernon Anderson,
He is survived by his was married in March along with elders and
wife, Mrs. Nanny Mills 1978; two daughters, Miss deacons of the University
Hester, three daughters, Christina Renee Church of Christ where
Mrs. Violet Ray Burton, Copeland and Miss Carla Mr. Nix served as
Mrs. Lucille Hester and Rae Copeland, Rt. 1; her deacon.
Mrs. Ida Pearl Cook, and mother, Mrs. Elsie
Elders are Charles L.
three sons, James Knight, Madisonville.
Eldridge, Wayne
Hester, Garland Hester
Also surviving are Williams, Sherrill
and Jasper Mills Hester, three sisters, Mrs. Ricky Gargus, Robert Hendon
Jr., all of Hopkinsville.
( Donna) Johnson and and Richard Smith.
One sister, Miss Viola Mrs. Randall (Sheila) Deacons are Hamp W.
Hester, and one brother, Reynolds, Madisonville, Brooks, Jr., Rob Gingles,
Sam Hester, both of and Mrs. Mike (Betty) Gary Taylor, Jim
Kirksey, also survive Ayers, West Virginia; Feltner, Ed Chrisman,
along with several grand- one brother, Weldon Larry Dunn, Jack Wilson,
children and great- Knight, Madisonville.
Vernon Gantt, Cliff
grandchildren and
The funeral will be Cochran, Keith Hays,
several nieces and Wednesday at 2 p.m. in James Lawson, Jimmy
nephews.
the chapel of Max Chur- Ford, Bobby Martin,
chill Funeral Home. The William Boyd, Larry
Rev. Glen Cope will of- Wright, Barry Grogan,
The leaders of 35 ficiate.
Willard Alls, Charles
countries met in
Burial will follow in Smotherman and Gerald
Helsinki in 1975 for a Bartell Cemetery.
Gallagher.
conference on European
Burial will follow in the
Friends may call at the
security and coopera- funeral home after 6 p.m. Murray City Cemetery.
tion.
Mr. Nix, 68, 1108 South
today (Tuesday).
16th St., died Saturday at
8:24 p.m. at Westview
Nursing Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Audie Mae
Dodd Nix; one daughter,
NEW YORK ( AP ) - number and your Mrs. Dewey L. PatterCredit card frauds have signature. Take the car- son; two grandchildren,
cost the nation's banks bons with your receipt Mike Patterson and Miss
some $'200 million for the and, once home, save the Cheryl Ann Patterson;
year just ending, ac- receipt and tear up the one great-grandchild,
Elizabeth Shea Pattercording to a banking ex- carbons.
son;
one sister, Mrs.
pert here.
• Review credit card
These losses, which charges promptly- even Ruby Call; two brothers,
have become a bigger if you plan to pay them Rupert Nix and Ben Nix.
threat than armed rob- later. If there are
bery and embezzlement discrepancies, call the
combined, exceeded $135 bank immediately.
million last year, says
• Don't be fooled by
Leonard De Baker, of the "Good Samaritan"
American Bankers telephone callers who say
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Association.
they have found your AP) - Proponents of a
To help cut down these cards and promise to plan to have Lexington
losses, the ABA has mail them to you right designated as a port
of
organized a nationwide away. This gives thieves entry have backed
off
educational drive that in- more time to run up their campaign, at least
cludes the following sug- charges.
temporarily, because
gestions:
• Don't give your there has been little in• Exercise care keep- credit card numbers to terest expressed
by
ing credit cards, since "telephone survey" peo- manufactu
rers and
they are negotiable in- ple claiming to work for businesses.
struments worth money.
credit card companies or
A recent survey of
• Report a lost or to any unknown callers.
businesses in the region
stolen card to the issuing
• Never lend your failed to show much enbank immediately. The credit cards to anyone.
thusiasm for the idea,
longer you delay, the
said Ed Houlihan, exmore time a thief has to
ecutive vice president of
run up charges.
the Greater Lexington
• Make a list of credit
Chamber of Commerce.
cards, their numbers and
The chamber was
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
the issuing banks and
among
six groups that
( AP)- A record number
keep it in a safe place.
considered the plan. The
• Make sure of Christmas cards are
designations are assigned
salesclerks fill in credit expected to be exchanged
by the U.S. Commerce
year
this
as
Yule
the
holicard slips correctly in
Department.
Ports of enday continues to be the
legible writing.
try
places
are
where imcard-sending
top
occa• Keep card receipts
ports and exports can be
which carry your account sion for Americans.
More than 2 billion cleared for delivery.
number in a safe place.
"The survey didn't say
• Remove and retain cards will be sent or
there
wasn't a need, we
the carbons from the hand-delivered in 1983,
just didn't get enough
sales slip after you sign according to estimates by
response saying there
it. The carbons have your Hallmark.
was," Houlihan said.

Credit card frauds have cost
nation's banks many dollars

Lexington as
port of entry
called off

orio

1

Record expected
on holiday cards

Final rites for Mrs. Betty Lou Billington Bynum
were today at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Wayne
Fesmire, the Rev. James
M. Calhoun and the Rev.
Thomas Small officiated.
Mrs. Oneida White was
organist.
Pallbearers were Paul
McAdoo, Dean Woodard,
Walter German, Al
Doyle, Ken Burnett,
Walter Mischke, Jr., Glen
Hill and Gordon Henderson, all ministers.
Burial was in the Martin's Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Bynum, 50, E-12
Fox Meadows, died
Saturday at 9:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, the Rev. Jerry
D. Bynum; her mother,
Mrs. Lucille Billington;
one daughter, Mrs.
Michael Wiseman; one
son, James David
Bynum; two sisters, Mrs.
Helen Paschall and Mrs.
Gerald Walker; three
brothers, Gene Billington, James Billington,
Jr., and Dan Billington;
four grandchildren.

Livestock
market listed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API (USDA' -Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2,200; slaughter steers and heifers riot
fully tested; cows 1.00-2.03 higher these
generally 2.10-3.00 higher for two days
trading. Tuesday's offerings generally
carrying excessive water fill, slaughter
bulls steady. limited calves and vealers
steady, feeders opening steady to 1 00
higher
Slaughter steers few choice 31325 lbs.
58.03, utility 2-3 1608-1875 lb. dairybreds
48.40-48.50, slaughter cows utility and
commercial 3-5 3400-40.80; high cutter
and honing utility 1-3 3400-40.00 high
dressing and high boning percent individuals 42.5042.75, cutter 1-2 32.00
3660, canner and cutter under 800 lbs.
26 00-33.25. some excessively full
slaughter cow offerings discounted 2.00
from above listed price spread.
Slaughter bulls grade 1-2 1000-1820
lbs 4400-48.75, grade 7,3 including
overly fat offerings 124431375 lbs. 40.7543.50. choice and high-choice 155-260 lb.
vealers 60.00-71 00; few choice 325-515
lb. calves 45.00-49.50.
Feeder steers medium and few large
frame 1 300-500 lbs 59.0343.50; 503-603
lbs. 58.0343 75. 600-700 lbs. 57 00-61 00,
700-935 lbs. 56 50-61 80 including 51 head
string 765 lbs 61 80. small frame 1 301)500 lbs. 54 00-59 00. medium frame 2 30)500 lbs. 51.00-59.00; 500-700 lbs. 52005860, large frame 2 Holsteins, 400-565
lbs 38 25-4450, 682-1029 lbs. 37.75-42.00
including halfload 1029 lb. Holsteins
40.20
Heifers medium and few large frame
1 300-403 11s. 4900-5250, 400-500 lbs.
5800-2375. 500-725 lbs 49.00-54.25.
small frame 1 and medium frame 2 303500 lbs 45 00-50 00. 500-700 lbs 41.7548 75
Hogs 800, barrows and gilts 1.50-1.75
lower, 1-2 no-ns lbs 4050.40.50, 2250280 lbs. 40.25-40.50. 2-3325-280 lbs 39004000, 3 300-350 lbs. 35.90-37.25, sows
steady, 1-203-350 lbs. 31.00.32.00; 154
400 lbs. 3200-33.00. 400-500 lbs 33603400: 500-550 lbs. 34.00-35.00. 550-650
lbs. 35.00-35.45; medium 300-590 lbs.
27.50-32.00, boars over 300 lbs 27.5028.00
Sheep untested early

Hospital...
Continued from page 5
Ruby L. Tucker, 410
North Third St.; Mrs.
Pearlene I. Gordon, 807
North 16th St.; Mrs. Ellen
A. Rowland,304 Pearl St.,
Fulton; Mrs. Lillian Pervine (expired l 612 Bonita
Dr., Fulton.

KU STUMP
REMOVAL

,

•

, We can remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
135 1313 or 435.4319,
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and
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The #1 Shopping List in Murray

1/2

Price

• -Store Hours:
8:30-5 Mon.-Sat.

.+11011111orw..

Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut St. _ Murray 753-8365

BEL AIR
CENTER
For the Best One-Stop
hopping this Holiday Season
hop the Friendly Atmosphe
Storery'a Food Gies*
Memory
Sunrise Cower
Overby Moods
Decor Stem
Kees Viscous,
Kiop's Deo
Go Pee 111
Thro Room Saudis.

_
)0.

CLASSIC FILMS RENTALS

I NO

VHS FORMAT

103 South Third
(INSIDE CRASS FURNITURE)

m

EMBERSHIP
FEES

ALL MOVIE RENTALS '2"
RECORDER RENTAL '4"
(Except Sat.I")

1. Star Its
2. Portay's
3. I, Tie Jury
4. Tk Verdict
S. Kiss Me Ciskei
6. km From Sam lb*
7. The Eitity
I. Wile! A Trace
I. Yu kly live Twice
11. he With Gil* GE
11. The Medallic
12. Trail if Piot Patter
13. WI If lie Night
14. Out Saline btorts
15. Willwalkor
16. Tate Ft Five
17. The Challenge
11. Finley
19. lerterliu
3. last bk.,
71. Soplie's Choice
72. biome
3. Fade To Slack
24. Ti All A tioskighl
5. Instal Family eine
3. America Nightmare
77, Basket Case
3. The Octet
3. Force of be
• 31. Charlie Chao & Corse
31. Fero: Five
V. Cheer To bop lit
33.11entedy Friel Movie
34. bight tiler
3. Mither's Day
3. Texas liglitiieg
37. Beet Evil
38. Survival be
39. lust The
- Two
41. Se Coll Deal
41. Tie Fifth Flow
42. Smmnue
43. Super... Two
44. Fire Fax
45. Best Friesds
46. Dee Nomad be bike
47 Nee* Mae
41. lee= Day
49. Nigh Rue Ti Chia
51. The Outsiden
51. Ply Nut
52. love Sick
53. Inch Rell Nigh Scheel
$4. Nellywecii 11111171
55. Pinola
56. Amityville Herm
57. Fern Tee Fro Waren
51. Frogs
59. At Earth's Core
N. Tem That Dreaded Seen
61. Time Ifider
62. laws 2
63. Stitt
64. Vete
65. Shag II
N. "0"
67 keels II
68. Best Little Whereat
69. Eddie Macom's be
70. Dector Detroit
71. My Teter
72. It bine All Night
73. Cootie Savage
74. MS. 45
75. Grease
76. Saturday Nigit Fever
77. Forty Eight News
71. Star Tr* II (Wrath)
Crease II
N. kW Cowley
11. Airplane
V. Meatballs
V. Friday Tie 136
14. lords 01 liscMliu
15. Flasiduce
16. Friday The 131, Part 2
17. Officer & kettle
I. Airplaus 2
N. The Seer
N. Friday Ile 1311 Part 3
91. Mai, Soma aol ChiM
92.1w Sieger (Storni
13. Time lets
M. Still Selig!
95. Evaieglebit Willias
N. kith Wish,
97. Star Truk Tle Movie
N. KM le Salm
N. Bogue Two
116. Di Kan You're Atm
111 Irene, IN Foe Crows

3.

112. Nespital Massacre

M. The least Withio
114. My Intik Year
115. Feral Vogue=
116. last America Virgie
117. Secret el Nimh
it led
13. 1111 Chmopiuship Seas..
111. The lusbuster
III. Year Of living Immo
112. Wit
113. Gandhi
114. NM Tines
115. ligtthrim
116. Silos( tags
117. Spring kaki

111. Tie Tey
119. Six Weeks
13. Al.le The Dark
121. 111-11bo Vole he
112. Ile-Mu Velour Two
13. Ne-Mal Vole Nee
124. Strap Behavior
15. Kiel Of Cook
13. Sole Lady
127. berm'Mae
13. tau Feel. Wert*
13. Se Gauss
131. First Ilosl
131. Sommer 01 Fear
132. The Missionary
133. Emus
134. Its
135. IA kys
136. Tk First Time
137. Starts
13. Teller Mercies
13. Night Marvin
141. beg Sorel
141. be Feu
142. Mateo
143. Squirt
144. Truk Stop Wine
145. Testacles
146. Frightmare
147. lug That Time Ferret
14. bundle k. Mies
it kohl Exposure
151. Nigh Bailie
151. k From The Bulls
152. Wks
153.
Meen
154. Mai Max
155. Small Ten le Texas
156. bilk Tier
157. Tie knee
151 Wm=
159. Deux Owen
161. her. Ti Mane WO
161. Search Ai lute!
112. Killer Force
163. Mk Seel Ti Stars
164. Flat Cede
165. Neese De Senrity be
IN. leal I Buried
167. Swett Sixtus
161. Vigilante
169. lige toils
171. Yung Doctors le Love
171. If Yee Call See What I Near
172. They Call Ne Brace
173. Valley Girl
174. Dill. Lawns Class Wise
175. Class .f'14
171. Celan be
177. Gel Gus Wear Black
171. Dully Blessing
179. Blade homer
IN. lapel
111. Carta Copy
112. Ti Newlin
113. Fiul Exa
114. People That Time Forget
115. Amityville Two
IN. Ti Devonsville Twrw
111The Soldier
IN. The Extermioater
14. Vice Se
191. bad Games
191. SOW Feu
162. losio' It
113. Premuitin
194. kallfS
115. lesion
IS. Saterlay Tie 140
197. Carlos Classic 2-Phrto
IS. Carlene Classic 1-Chipsodal
IN. Tructicut
IN. Scary Tales - Car. Classics
31. Sweetie; lice This Way
M. Willie Ti Pei

33. Alice II 111111ilflaill
34. Nettie Riles Apie
215. fatty
Sperts
ZS. linear Of Sleepy bllow37. Storyiesk Classics
211. Tex
IN. The Melt
711. Nilloweee
211. Counts loegle
212. Itodry
213.!Wry II
114. Wry III
215. Death Wish II
216. Read Warrior
217. Psyche II
211. Dee't Ge le The Woods
219. Wit Dees Dallas II
721. flu Mu With Two Brain
121. Swedish Vet. I
32. Diver Sc Deep
M.key Pylimes Me-inlet of life
Bombe
25. bilk's little Girls
M. Smuts Of tea lima
. Croopshow
/221. Swedish Vol. 2
219. De Celia Pood
23. Tree
131. Swedish Vol. 5
232. Sons of Katie Elder
233. Eldorado
34. Swedish Vii.
235. Adveirtieres ef Chip & Dale
236. Strawberry Shortcake
237. Lae Wolf Meade
31. IWO Lyn

724.

239. Ut+Ccsiet

2411 Ti Green Berets
241. Valley Girls
242. Mascara
143. Bitch Cassidy & Seem EN
244. tytta lace
245. Satisfactioes
246. Nightlife
247.['iglu
248. Fistfrl of Dollars
249. Gate'
251. Swedish Vol. 12
51. Besii's Very Owe Ckislmas
252. Swedish Vet. 15
253. exile at Careigie
254. Swedish Vol. 16
255. Straker Ace
156. Deadly Eyes
257. Swedish VOL 36
258. The Dark Crystal
259. War 1.1rth
260. Foxtrot
31. 81.4
252. Suture Comfort
263. Bellied the Grego Doe
264. The bla Who Wesel There
35. After's. Delights
266. The War Wages
37. Blee Tinder
38. Swedish Vol. 51
269. Defile Does Dallas
270. Private School
171. The Shootist
272. Poltergeist
273. Casailaoca
774. Sexcapades
775. Six Pact
276. Harry Tracey
271. Breathless
2711. All America. Girls
279. Tbe Mager
210. 10 to Mideight
211. Private School Girls
212. Autobiography of a Flea
283. Intim
34. Misty Beethovith
35. TM Dirty kzu
36. The Devil ie Miss lees
787. The Devil ill Miss Nees Two
288. The Sacketts, Part 1 all 2
219. Platt of the Apes
210. Inside Jennifer Wells
31. Cagy Stripers
232. Pink Floyd Tte Wall
33. Talk Dirty to lb I
34. Mailed Neat
35. Ti little Girl Ms 11111 I. Tli lame
NiatyluPiut
297. Tahoe
291. Vacatiim
33. Swedish Vii. 10
311. GIME
31. laity
312. A Taste of hey
313.1. love

doe
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"On Murray's
Southside"
, 011111"V

Monday - Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
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DEPOSIT
REQUIRED

CRASS FURNITURE INC
7534621

103 S. 3rd

Downtown Murray
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Automotive industry works to improve repair service

s.

00

Yes. America, your mechanics do care about repairing your car properly the first
time and at a fair pnce!
In fact, the entire automotive service industry—mechanics, service stations,
repair shops, dealer service
departments and parts suppliers—invests tens of thousands of man-hours and
millions of dollars each year
toward that end.
Filmore Rosenstein, of
Scranton. Pa., is an example.
A former mechanic himself
(he owned and operated a
service station in Scranton for
five years), Rosenstein is employed full-time in developing and conducting training
programs for mechanics.
As Corporate Manager of
Technical Services for Arrow
Automotive Industries, a
leading national parts remanufacturing firm, Rosenstein crisscrosses the country,
conducting as many as 110
mechanic training clinics
each year.
He has also produced two
training films, dozens of
technical articles and hundreds of field service bulletins, all of which have one
aim: to provide America's
mechanics with the information they need to do a better
job.
Rosenstein. of course, is
not alone. All of the major
carmakers and most parts
suppliers have their own
technical staffs and training
programs and materials, too.
Collectively, it's a huge investment in money and
manpower.
in recent years," Rosenstein says, "the automotive
service industry has received

a lot of negative publicity regarding instances of incompetence or outright fraud.
Nobody denies that fraud and
incompetence exists in our
business—but no more so
than in any other field.
"The vast majority of
America's 540,000 mechanics are hard-working, honest
people who try very hard to
do right by their customers.
It's about time the American
people heard iheir side of the
story."
As consumers, and especially where autos are concerned, Americans are
demanding and critical.
"America is dependent on
the automobile," Rosenstein
says. "With this dependence
comes impatience. We can't
wait, we won't wait for our
cars to be repaired. And we
e,xpect our mechanics to
khow everything and be able
to fix it immediately. That's
unreasonable and unrealistic.
"Every year there are
hundreds of parts and design
changes. We have far more
complex vehicles, too. That's
where people like me come
in. Ourjob is to provide continual technical information
and updates, so mechanics
have the information they
need."
Rosenstein, who conducts
training on automotive electrical systems (batteries.
starters, alternators and generators)and clutch repair,says
he is continually impressed
by the willingness of mechanics to give up leisure time
to attend training programs.
"As a former mechanic, I
know what it's like to come
home after a hard eight, 10 or

Bennie's Service Specials

•

When you bring your Car in for an
Oil Change, Lubrication and a Filter,
you will receive FREE of chargi,
Belts, Hoses, Air Conditioning
Exhaust System Checked.
We are now using a fully trained,
experienced Mechanic on our
Lubrication Rock to give you, the
most professional service available.
We are constantly striving to find
ways to better serve our customer in
our service deportment.

11.0

MOTORS INC.

five years. Those who take
and pas all eight tests are certified as General Mechanics.
Certified mechanics are
permitted to wear NIASE
identification patches and to
display the NIASE symbol at
their place ofbusiness.
"While there are no guarantees," Rosenstein says,"the
fact that a mechanic has

•
11 0

earned NIASE certification
in his specialty, or as a general mechanic, is a solid indication—which consumers
should look for—that he is
qualified to do the work. It's
also an indication that he
thinks enough of his professionalism to subject it to close
scrutiny by an independent
testing organization."(Rosenstein has been a Certified
General Mechanic for sev-

eral years.)
"The most rewarding thing
about my job," Rosenstein
says,"is to see how many mechanics all across the country
truly care about the quality of
service they provide, and to
be in a position to help them
by providing information
they can take back to the job
the next day. I'm proud to still
be able to call myself a
mechanic."

Transmissions have filters, too
How long has it been since
you had your car's automatic
transmission serviced? If your
answer is "never," don't be
too embarrassed. You are
among the negligent majority, according to Car Care
Council.
In two surveys among
members of the Automotive
Service Councils, the most
neglected car component was
found to be the automatic
transmission. People tend to
ignore transmission oil and
filter service, say these independent repair shop owners.
In another survey, these
technicians were asked how
often they thought certain car
care services should be performed vs. what their customers actually do. Generally, they say, people wait far
too long for preventive maintenance.
Too much time
Among the customers who
do invest in preventive maintenance services on their automatic transmissions, the
average waited beyond
30,000 miles. These technicians recommend service at
about 19,000-mile intervals.
However,the vast
wait until service is n
say mechanics, indicating
that corrective rather than
preventive maintenance is the
norm.

ntxopey

The bottom line
What's involved in preventive maintenance on a trans-

WINTER
SPECIALS

Gilson
Auto
Repair

410 So. 4th St.
OWNERS
Jim Gilson(Tbemper)
Toms Gilson
YOUR DEALERS FOR 4
•BUG PAC (Volkswagen-)
•& AMSOIL (Synthetic Lubes)

IMPORTS ARE OUR
SPECIALITY

PURDOM
v•0

even 12-hour day. The fact
that most mechanics are
more than willing to go back
out in the evening for a twoor three-hour training program is encouraging, and
speaks well of our industry,
and of the dedication and
professionalism ofthese men
and women."
Mechanics regularly turn
out in huge numbers for Rosenstein's clinics."Twice each
year," he explains,"we conduct an Arrow electrical clinic
in a major men cvolitan area,
and invite all ofthe mechanics in the area to attend. We
set an all-time U.S. record for
attendance in 1980, when
more than 900 mechanics attended one ofthese programs
in Boston.
"And, earlier this year,
nearly 600 attended a similar
clinic in San Antonio—the
biggest gathering of mechanics under a single roof ever
in Texas. I think this speaks
well of the interest our mechanics have in improving
themselves."
In addition to the major
programs, Rosenstein and
others like him conduct
thousands ofother clinics for
groups ranging from a handful to a few hundred.
Rosenstein points out,too,
that about half of America's
mechanics also participate
in a voluntary national mechaniccertification program,
conducted by NIASE (the
National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence.)
NIASE is a non-profit industry-supported organization dedicated to improving
the quality ofautomotive service in America. NIASE tests
mechanics in eight areas of
automotive repair and service, and awards certification to those who pass the
comprehensive tests.(The
tests themselves are administered by ACT, in Iowa City
Iowa. one of the most reed educational testing
firms.)
To maintain NIASE certification, mechanics must
take and pass a new test every

Call 753-8063

mission? Changing oil and
changing or replacing of the
filter. On some cars, a kw
simple adjustments may have
to be made. Average cost is
$20 to $25.
What's the cost of waiting
too long? Possibly $350 or
more for overhaul.
Automatic transmissions
have finely machined valves
and passages with extremely
close tolerances which cannot accommodate din and
grit.
Transmission oil serves as
both a cleaning agent and a
coolant, passing through a
filter that traps the finest of
dirt and contaminants.
If the filter becomes
clogged, it will either allow
dirt or contaminated fluid to
bypass flowing through the
transmission or it will restrict
fluid flow.
In the first case, precision
parts will wear rapidly or
malfunction. In case two the
transmission will be starved
of oil and may cease to operate.
How do you know when it's
time to replace transmission
fluid? Your eyes and nose can
tell you a lot. Ifthe fluid has a

bright, cherry-red color, it indicates that it is in good condition. A darker, reddishbrown color indicates the
fluid has become contaminated and needs changing.
A very dark reddish-brown
or nearly black fluid indicates it has been subjected to
high temperatures. In such a
case the transmission already
may have been damaged due
to overheating.
Ifthe fluid smells burnt,or
if it has an odor similar to
varnish, it would be wise to
have a transmission specialist check for possible internal
damage.
Meaning of"severe"
Note: If your car is driven
much ofthe time in stop-andgo traffic, if you haul trailers
and/or other heavy loads, or
if you frequently drive on ice
and snow where the vehicle
has to be "rocked" out of
slippery spots, your car may
qualify as a severe-service vehick. In this case, the automatic transmission fluid and
filter service interval may be
more frequent
Check your owner's manual to be sure.

Get your car ready now
for cold winter months
Now is the time to begin getting your car in shape for the
winter months, says the Automotive Information Council
(AIC).
Cold weather takes a heavy toll on the battery, starter and
other components of the electrical system. All have to work
harder in the winter months to start the car in colder temperatures. Lights and wipers are also used more frequently,taxing
the electrical system.
Any of those parts which
are sluggish now probably
won't last the winter and, according to Murphy's law,any
breakdown is likely to occur
at the most inconvenient
time,such as the middle ofthe
season's worst storm. So the
smart motorist will handle
these potential problem areas
now.
.
.
took for signals
Pay attention to the battery. A low battery charge or
loose or corroded battery cables are indicated by slow
cranking of the starter, lights
that dim at idle and slow
blinking of the turn signals.
Wont spark pluss, ignition
wires and starter can cause
hard starting, rough idle;
stalling or no start at all.
Similarly, every other
component of the car undergoes greater stress and strain
in the winter than in warmer

months,so the wise motorist
should consider giving his car
a top-to-bottom inspection.
says AIC.
Service regularly
Checking the vehicle's
maintenance schedule provided with the owner's manual can be of assistance,
because it provides a chart
showing when the various
components should be serviced or replaced.
Special attention should
be paid to antifreeze, belts,
hoses, tires, brakes and the
exhaust system.
It's also a good time to wax
the car and to coat the vinyl
top to protect these surfaces
from winter wear.
Spending some time and a
kw dollars now will provide
the car owner with some insurance that when he asks the
car to start and run properly
this winter that it will do just
that. says AIC
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Small cars easy on gas,
tough on motor oil
@Cruising in roomy gasguzzling cars has become
the pastime of a bygone era.
Studies indicate_that. by
1990. 80 percent of the cars
on the road will be compacts or sub-compacts.
Even though these fourand six-cylinder engines go
easier on gas. they re a lot
toughy- on.mbtor oil. That's
because smaller engines rev
at least 50 percent higher
and work harder than V-8's.
Furthermore, in smaller
engines, oil can travel at
about twice the flow rate it
does in the big V-8's. And
since smaller engines can
circulate oil twice as fast,
they can break down an oil's
viscosity twice as fast.
In fact, independent tests
prove that a smaller engine
can break down an oil's viscosity within 1,500 miles.
Once that happens, the oil
may no longer protect your
car properly.
Are oils created equal?
A common misconception is that all motor oils are
created equal. They're not.
The fact is, there is more
than one way to "build" a
motor oil.
The greatest variation
occurs in the manufacturing process where the additives are chosen, balanced
and blended with base oils.
Additives, such as detergents and dispersants, antiwear agents. foam suppressants, and rust and corrosion inhibitors, are vital to
the performance of your
motor oil and your car's engine.
Such additives improve,
modify, control and protect
the oil's natural characteristics. They make an oil
perform better and last
longer.
Viscosity and
engine protection
Although additives account for only 15-20 percent of the total volume in
a can of oil. they can make
a 100 percent difference in
the oil's performance.
Unfortunately,
even
though such additives are
the most important component of a motor oil, inferior or marginal quality
additives can be substituted
in the manufacturing process.

The final product still
appears to be. and is sold as
a "good" quality. motor oil.
But many oils change their
grade—lose their viscosity—soon after you • put
them in your car. The oil's
viscosity is no longer stable.
Mounting research data
shows that the shear stability of a motor oil can affect
its ability to minimize en-

gine wear.
Unless carefully formulated to withstand the extreme shear stresses of the
engine, the oil is subject to
permanent viscosity loss.
This reduces the oil's ability to prevent metal-to-metal contact which can resuit in premature engine
wear.
What an oil must do
A top-quality motor oil
must protect the engine
against heat and cold, corrosion, oxidation, contaminants and foaming.
But most importantly the
oil must be able to minimize frictional wear by
maintaining its viscosity,
not breaking down for one
reason or another.
A premium motor oil
that can with'stand the extreme shear stresses of the
smaller four-and six-cylinder engines and maintain its
viscosity for longer than
other oils is Castrol motor
oil.
In fact, the same independent tests which demonstrated that small car
engines can break down an
oils viscosity within 1,500
miles proved that Castrol
shows no significant breakdown of viscosity—even
after 5,000 miles.
Passing stringent tests
Castrol motor oils have a
built-in margin of quality
because they are engineered not only to meet
specifications, but to exceed them.
For example, all Castrol
motor oils pass the American Petroleum Institute
(API) and Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
engine tests. They are
therefore rated API "SF"—
currently the most stringent motor oil requirements in the U.S.
But these tests, for the
most part, are run in less
demanding eight-cylinder
engines. So Castrol formulated its oils to pass the
more grueling European
requirements established by
the Council of Common
Market
Constructors
(CCMC).
No oil receives CCMC
designation unless it surpasses a series of strenuous
tests run on four-cylinder
engines. Castrol is one of
the few oils sold in the U.S.
that passes the CC MC tests.
Remember, not.all mo-s
tor oils are created equal. A
motor oil with premium
additivies and the ability to
remain viscous will keep
your compact revving on
thae cold, winter days
ahead.

Car
Care
Month

Car Care Section

BUDGET
SALE!
Savings You Can Count On...
Tires You Can Depend On!

GOOD/YEAR
POLYSTEEL
RADIAL
WHITEWALLS
P155 80R13 White FET 51 50
The Custom Polysteel Radial grves you
double steel belts and a body of polyester
Cad The sure-footed tread keeps its feet.
even in the rain And you II appreciate the
gas-saving. long -wearing economy of radial
construction Now sale priced through
December 3

ECONOMY SAVINGS
FOR THATSECOND CAR

WHITEWALL
SALE
SIZE
PRICE
P175/80R13
$52.75
—P185/80R13
$53.90
P175/75R14
$53.90
P185/751R14
$57.10
P195/75R14
$62.45
P205/75R 14
$641.20
P215/75R15
$69.50
P225/75R15
$73.00
P235/75R15
$77.75
Plus $1 50 to $301 FET
No trade needed
Other Sizes Sate Priced.

SAVE
Light Truck Traction
...Rain OrShine

Whitewall Blackwell

s29 $26
A78-13, FET $1 54
No trade needed

,
Imo _
rti1ic-31,1

All ButrSi
imcel
a

A78-13. FET $1 54
No trade needed

Choose Power Streak II, whitewall or black.
for a second car, an older car, or one you re
planning on trading This polyester bias ply
tire has a five-rib tread, a raised scuff rib,
and plenty of built-in mileage Its a lot of
tire, for not a lot of money. On sale now

GoopAEAN
IIlliummrs

Goose *adiosSore
GOPForPidarSaNsPem
151,4wD1

$635° 7620
1075
rt

700 15 TT
LAC
$31501
No trade needed

NEWI

750 1$ TT
1.110
$3 91 FET
No trade needed

• Use The Sihier Card
nationwide at participating

Goodyear remit outlets
• Entoy credit cortveR

Credit card for your
automotive needs.

wH•n•ver You travel

•ootoofitisar fkgs

064fartIItermsse armies

750 10
LAC
13 84 FP
No nade needed

"Oast
seteanhot Noviajts.s%von

gArthoskini*Imo oramforeSimko
U.S. 6415.
Amy,Ky.

04-I*on*t Low Payees*

- (502)-73140311
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ENJOY A WONDERFUL
WINTER OF SAVINGS

•

A WORLD OF SERVICE SPECIALS!

•

When getting your car ready for winter don't settle for
anything but the best service. Our factory-authorized service con really make the difference; our factory trained
technicians use only original-equipment-quality parts and the
latest electronic diagnostic equipment. Make this winter a
savings time by using these money-saving coupons to enjoy a
wonderful world of value.

MOTORCRAFT
OIL and OIL FILTER SPECIAL
Motorcreft at. Motorcreft MI Star and weltalseon

Check and adiust caster carrawr and torn Dorn ,,o< onclude venocise wmapped
wan MacPherson swot suspenwons Dornamsc paseanow awe onty

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE AS DESCRIBED

Valid Thru Dac. 31, 1983
NO III* IOW ea gm

se

FRONT WHEEL
BEARING SPECIAL

I Includes: Brake inspection and packing front wheel
I bearing.(4x4 extra)

IRE BALANCE SPECIAL
ncludes check of tires for wear; balance tires with
• echanical tire balancer.

$29.75
ANY APPUCAKE 1 AXES[Ma

Valid Thru Dac. 31, 1983

r,3

WE

AT

:Coolant Chec
Special
Change Anti-Freeze - Flush Radiator

YOUR

SERVICE...

$16.00
I

a ANY

APPOCAMI TAXES EXTRA

Valid Thru DIK. 31, 1983

As an authorized dealer we have
the special training to keep your
automobile running the way you want
it to! We have factory-trained mechanics,
who use genuine Ford and Motorcraft
parts built to Ford specifications...
and we have the special tools for your
fine Ford-built vehicle.

PARKER FOR
INC
FORD

PHONE 753-5273
701 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

d.

SPRAY LUBRICANT ELIMINATE!, FROZEN AUTO door
locks.. Drivers in cold winter weather are frequently faced
with the prospect of frozen locks on their cars. Now, EzSil
Spray & I.ube, a multi-purpose silicone lubricant,from General Electric Silicone Products Division, can help eliminate
thoseMorries. Wiih just a spray, it penetrates quickly to free
up and lubricate metal parts. The versatile silicone lubricant
also protects against corrosion, and can be used on most
automotive electrical wiring—ignition wires, automatic
chokes on carburetors and on distributor caps.
•

Prepare your car
for winter driving
Avoid being left out in the
cold this winter. For better
driving efficiency and improved economy, use this
easy-to-follow check list to get
your car ready for the ravages
of winter.
•Radiator: Make certain
the coolant is strong enough
for cold temperatures. Periodically add water to maintain proper coolant and water
mix. Summer driving may
have left hoses cracked or extremely soft. Replace as
needed.
•Engine oil.. Truly the lifeblood of your car. Check oil
for proper level by reading oil
"dip stick" found near oil fill
cap.
Kendall Superb XSP Synthetic Fortified Fuel Efficient
Motor Oil is one motor oil
engineered to meet the specific needs of the increasingly popular four and six
cylinder gas engines.
For diesel car owners,
Kendall Super DSL,the mo'tor oil engineered for automobile diesel engines, offers
complete diesel engine
protection.
• Oil change: It is extremely important to change
oil at least at manufacturer
recommended intervals.
Changing oil regularly at
every 3,500 miles helps keep
engines running better because 90 percent ofdriving is

ofstop-and-go variety.
•Fuel line filter: Replace if
it is clogged as the engine will
be starved for fuel resulting in
acceleration problems.
•Carburetor and choke: If
carburetor and choke are not
working properly, overfueling and a loss of fuel economy may occur. A malfunctioning choke will cause
difficult startup in cold
weather. Clean the carburetor and reset the choke.
•Belts.. Replace worn and
frayed fan, alternator and accessory belts. Belts should fit
tightly with little or no snag.
• Tires.. Worn treads may
suggest either an alignment or
replacement is needed.
Check pressure for proper inflation. Make sure the spare
is in good shape and properly
inflated.
• Tune up.. It will make the
engine run smoothly and
soundly. Replace points,
spark plugs and check the
condenser.
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Advice on handling cars
to avoid winter hazards
@Snow ,.and ice-povered
roads can make driving extremely hazardous during
winter.
Engineers at The KellySpringfield Tire Company
warn that excessive wheel
spinning can grnerAle.
enough force to cause a tire
to explode
A free spinning wheel is
turning twice as fast as the
speed indicated on the car
speedometer. And, depend-

ing on the size of the car engrne, a free spinning tire can
reach its centrifugal force
exploding point in three to
12 seconds, sax the KellySpringfield engineers. - •
twild b freed
from a stuck position by
gently rocking the car back
and forth. Ifrocking the car
fails, then call for towing
service. It will be less expensive and safer.
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Tips for selecting proper winter tires
There are so many different types of winter tires on the
market that making the
proper selection for your car
can be confusing, says the
Automotive Information
Council (AIC). Consumers
today can choose from radials, all-season tires, replar
snow tires and studded tires.
AIC has compiled the following winter tire shopping

tips to help the motorist:
• Radials give better traction than regular bias or
belted-bias tires and will work
in light snow.
•All-season radial tires are
becoming very popular. They
give even better traction in
snow,slush and ice than regular radials and have little of
the noise associated with
snow tires on dry pavement.

All-season tires are best for
areas of the country where
there is generally not a great
deal of snow build-up at any
one time.
•While both of the above
tires are superior to bias or
belted tires, nothing works
better in heavy snow areas
than snow tires. They can be
bias, belted-bias or radial in

de4n.

An efficient air filter can
be your engine's best friend

..„
END OF THE ROAD—"I didn't realise it was worm that
badly,"said the owner."All of a sudden,it just went flat." She
was lucky.Car Care Council says tires like this, worn through
all the plies,constitute the ultimate in highway traffic danger.
And, if the tires are that bad, what's the rest of the car going
to be like? In these days of tight money, with people keeping
their can longer, regular maintenance is more important than
ever,the Council points out.

Trailer wheel bearings
deserve attention,too
An unhappy and not uncommon sight alongside a
main highway is the disabled
boat trailer or travel trailer,
usually with one wheel removed. Recreational plans
spoiled, the disgruntled
owner probably is making a
run to the nearest town kw a
new tire or, possibly, a replacement wheel bearing.
The latter can be a real
problem for trailer owners for,
unlike the squeaky wheel that
usually gets attention, this
one is not heard. It may be 20
or 30 feet behind the driver
who hears or feels none ofthe
early warning signals gener-

ally associated with a bad tire
or failing wheel bearing.
According to Car Care
Council, wheel bearings
should be checked and repacked with specific wheel
bearing grease as a routine
part oftrailer maintenance.
This service is especially
important on boat trailers
which are frequently submerged in water and, therefore, more vulnerable to
rusting.
Whenever grease seals are
removed they, too,should be
replaced with new ones as a
standard maintenance practice

•

DOUBLE TROUBLE for the wooer of this ear was ditierrered
--Zirkare. Comae* photographer who saw this bald tire
through a hole in the rust-rotted trunk Door. Not surprisingly, the owner of the car had been suffering headaches and
drowsiness due to exhaust gas leaking into the ear. Question:
If the driver of this ear had become involved in an accident,
might the cause be identified as driver error?

Do you know what your
car's first line of defense
against the environment is?
It is the simple air filter, one
of the few remaining parts
most motorists can maintain
themselves today.
Surprised?
it is not surprising when
you realize the air filter's
functions,- says Dave Bowman, technical communications manager for Fram/
Autolite, a major automotive
parts manufacturer.
"An engine really runs on
air," he notes."In fact, 10,000
gallons of air must be mixed
with every gallon of gasoline
an engine uses. And it is the
air filters'sjob to clean that air
of dust and contaminants so
they don't reach the engine
and damage its parts."
Result of neglect
Ifthe filter's line ofdefense
is weakened by neglect, says
Mr. Bowman,the build-up of
dirt will restrict air intake,
causing poor overall performance. And a dogged air
filter can stop an engine
completely.
"Although these sound like
contradictory functions,they
really are not," Mr. Bowman
says. "Just think of the filtering medium inside the air filter as a screen on a window.
While a screen allows fresh air
to flow indoors, it also keeps
out insects and other dust
particles."
Air filter maintenance
Many people, Mr. Bowman says, believe that air filters only need to be replaced
after they are clogged as part
of an annual tune-up. However, this is not always true.
An air filter that is dirty,
but not completely clogged,
can impair performance, affect emissions,economy and
should be changed. Also,
motorists who drive in dusty
or industrial environments
should change air filters more
often since these engines
breathe dirtier air.
"And since air filters are so
easy to replace, there is no
reason for this part to be neglected.' he adds.
"Even though today's new
engine'designs have created
many new'air filter shapes—
are, oval, rectangular—
'• still'ean be cnangeo as
ly• as one cha..,„--dilliffee
pot filter.
"Simpty rerntweThe lid on
the air filter housing, lift out
the old filter, wipe the housing and lid with a clean cloth,
pop in a new one and replace
the lid "

He suggests replacing your
air filter with a high-quality
brand. "Some low-priced,
private label air filters you do
not recognize may not contain an effective filtering medium.
"These filters may not keep
all the dust and dirt out ofthe
engine or they may plug prematurely. This may cause re-

pair problems and cost you
more money later on."
Mr. Bowman recommends replacing your air filter at the intervals specified in
your owner's manual, or at
least once a year. If you live in
dusty, dirty or industrial environments, change the air
filter more often to keep your
car in top running condition.

•If radial snow tires are
mounted on only the drive
wheels, be sure the other
two tires are radials as well.
Combining radials and bias
tires may seriously impair
handling.
•In a front-wheel drive car,
put snow tires on the front
wheels, instead ofon the back
as you would on a rear-drive
car.
•Studs are helpful under
icy conditions, but are illegal
in many states because of
claims they cause excessive
road wear. Check with your
tire store about their legality.
Unlike other tires,studded
snow tires should not be rotated. Mark their position at
the end of the winter so that
you know where to remount
them the following year.
AIC reminds consumers
that winter tires are some of
the most important parts of
your car this winter. Proper
selection is needed for the best
traction and safe winter driving.

ir;rPrr)'

SPECIAL PURCHASE
E78x14 WHITE
F78x14 WHITE
G78x14 WHITE
G78x14 WHITE
H78x 15 WHITE
L78x15 WHITE .

REGULAR DESIGN

WINTER DESIGN

29.95
31.95
33.95
33.95
35.95
- •38.95

33.95
35.95
36.95
36.95
38.95
42.95

...

•'

Quantities Limited Plus F.E.T. 2.05 to 3.11

•$

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
lr rlr.

On revolving charge at Firestone stores and many Firestone
mum monthly payment required All finance charges refunded *hen )aid as aqTeed We also Max

. Dinars Pub. Carta Mancha. American Express.

Visa.

Tire prices and credit plans shown are evadable at Frestone stores See your independent Frestone.
dealer for their prices and credit plans Stores and dealers are listed w) the Yellow Pages

s

°Firestone
Ileaday-Saiurday 7:311 11.11.4111111 P.M.
Ilaztiold Shopping Plaza
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Dirty carburetor leads to problems

(:HECK THE DIPSTICK to make sure 'hat your engine has enough oil. A top-quality oil
such as Castro! Motor Oil protects the engine against heat and cold, corrosion, oxidation,
contaminants and foaming, and performs well even under the stress of today's smaller
engines.

N

STOP

A familiar sign. One that you react
to instantly. Are you as familiar
with your automobile insurance
policy? We hope so. If not, we can
help with a Royal Insurance auto
policy.'Don't be under-insured.
Come see us today.
Royal

k*tai

With average car age now
approaching seven years,
there are more and more yehicks on the road vulnerable
to carburetor trouble. The
reason,according to Car Care
Council. is that this and other
elements of the fuel system
seldom get any attention until trouble develops.
Quoting a 'survey among
members of the Automotive
Service Councils, hundreds
of repair shop owners reported their customers waiting too long for maintenance.
generally getting work done
after the car has let them
down.
"We see a much longer interval between service... people wait until their cars have
problems ... more tow-ins."
"We are finding mass abuse.
nothing is being done until
trouble starts, or when problems are pointed out by
someonc."
Another says, with regard
to preventive maintenance,
"We find many customers are
only repairing what has to be
repaired and not any more."
Hesitation on acceleration
or surging when you are driving at a constant speed are two
early warning signs that your
car's carburetor may need
service.
If your car has sluggish acceleration or is "bucking" at
cruising speed, it may be due
to a lean condition in the carburetor. It's a sign that the fuel
filter may be clogged with dirt
and preventing fuel from
reaching the carburetor.
Preventive maintenance of
the fuel system is critical, says
Car Care Council. Dirt in the
carburetor, a condition found
most often when car owners
fail to have fuel filters replaced or when they buy substandard fuel, can cause
clogging of carburetor jets

and ultimate failure.
Another area of trouble is
the needle valve and seat
which, when sticking or otherwise leaking, can permit
excessive fuel to enter the carburetor float chamber.
The action is similar to the
shut-off valve connected to
the float in a toilet tank: when
it fails to shut off, the water
keeps on running. In the case
of a carburetor, the fuel continues to run into the carburetor, causing excessively
rich mixture and possibly
flooding.
A symptom not iAlike the
one mentioned above can
come from a sticking choke or
dirty air filter. When the
choke fails to open,an excessively rich mixture offuel gets

into the engine. Rough running. smoking and eventual
fouling ofspark plugs occur.
If. on the other hand, the
choke fails to close, which is
part ofthe action required for
cold starts, the car will be difficult or impossible to get
started or warm up poorly.
Ifexcessive pumping ofthe
accelerator is needed to start
the car, a worn accelerator
pump could also be suspect.
According to Car Care
Council, most carburetor
difficulties can be corrected
with the installation ofa basic
repair kit if not by a simple
adjustment. What's also important to remember is the
carburetor air filter which
should be replaced as part of
every tune-up.

SHOWN HERE is a classic example of abject car neglect. The
victim is a disc brake rotor into which deep grooves have been
scored by a pad that was long overdue for replacement. The
friction lining on the pad had worn off and metal to metal
contact rapidly destroyed the rotor. The result: a cost of about
$108 for a typical brake job became $250. Both front rotors
had to be replaced. More important,the ear was unsafe to drive
in this condition. Car Care Council recommends periodic
brake inspection,even if the brakes feel secure. And if you are
beginning to notice erratic brake action or unusual noise from
the brakes, have them inspected immediately.
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Insurance

D & W Auto SUPpiy
WOW:4 Ky. - Murray, Ky. -

Just Remember If You
Hood Any Product Involving
Insurance — Give Us A Try

FIRST!
7534355
DO Yid Moe. CIA), and Lindy Sutter
work with the new computer that can
give a complete insurance comperioan
for any ot our conipanies in • manor al
moron&

Murray, Ky.

Motroptia, 1. - Corinth, Wu

ANTI-FREEZE
Weatherize Your
Car Now! We Carry Peek
4 • Prestope
!
3
:
An

THE INSURANCE
CENTER OF MURRAY
rs."?`""w•;tatZsitritir."!;"
:1Pcsompit
901 Sycamore St.

Donlon. Ky.-

or

7534563

W Auto.S!riply
Co. Inc. 512
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Black exhaust smoke means poor gas mileage
It your car is coughing at
idle, sputtering when you
leave a light and constantly
belching black smoke, it may
be suffering from a case ofthe
winter flu.
Along with these cold
weather symptoms come a
variety of ills, poor performance,starting difficulty and
increased fuel consumption.
What causes black exhaust
smoke? Why is it usually a
winter problem? Most often,
saysCar Care Council,it's due
to a faulty carburetor choke
that is sticking shut and not
allowing enough air into the
carburetor.
The carburetor choke is
e;d to improve cold
sttn
...
:
t
starting by providing

a richer fuel mixture. As the
engine warms up, the choke
plate opens allowing more air
into the carburetor for the
correct air/fuel mixture.
A sticking choke prevents
fuel from mixing with air
causing the engine to run
rich.
Often, a simple adjustment or replacement of the
choke spring will correct the
problem.
Black smoke from a richrunning engine may also be
due to an old, worn carburetor or a severely clogged air
cleaner.
A complete carburetor
overhaul or replacement of
the old part may be necessary
to correct the problem.

THIS IS NOT AN UNFAMILIAR SIGHT to many of us who
wait just a little too long to have our windshield wiper blades
replaced. Unlike most parts of a car, windshield wipers need
periodic replacement whether they are used frequently or not.
The rubber wiping blade deteriorates from the elements, road
salt and man-made air pollution more than from wiping water
from the windshield,says Car Care Council. Wiper blades are
easy to replaCe. So,for the growing number of motorists who
patronize self-serve gas stations, attention to windshield wipers is essentially important. Windshield washer solvent should
be checked regularly,too, reminds the Council. Part of every
car-owner's under-hood inspection should be this fluid reservoir, which can be refilled from a container of solvent carried in the car.

Air filters require regular
service, particularly if you
drive in dusty or heavily industrial areas. Dirt cl
goern
passages prevent airtd
reaching the engine.
A simple test is to hold the
air cleaner with a light bulb in
the center. If you can't see
light through the filter, it's
time to replace the filter.
A rich-running engine not

only wastes gas but Can also
harm other components of
the engine. Black,sooty spark
plugs can lead to misfire and
unburned gas can leak into
the crankcase, contaminating oil.
After fuel system service,
Car Care Council recommends a complete tune-up
along with an oil and filter
change.

Turn out the lights
and other car tips
Turn out the lights.
At this time of the year,
with shorter daylight hours,
many motorists leave for work
in the dark and arrive after
skies have brightened and that
makes it easy to forget to turn
offthe lights.
The Automotive Information Council (AIC) advises
motorists to get into the habit
of checking the headlights
after arriving at a destination
because, if left on, the lights
can cause a battery to run
down completely in only a
couple of hours. And it's not
pleasant to come out of work
and have a no-start situation
because ofa dead battery.
The dark-and-light situation also can happen after
having driven through rain or
fogBatteries have to work
much harder in fall and winter months than at other
times because of lights and
slower cold-weather starting,
so AIC advises car owners to
have their batteries checked
periodically and .ta replace
one which is on its last legs
before it quits functioning at
an inconvenient time or

IS YOUR GAS GOING UP IN SMOKE? It could be, says Car
Care Council, if you notice a tell-tale black spot like this on
the driveway under the tailpipe of your car. This accumulation of soot from the exhaust, as shown here, indicates your
choke could be out of adjustment or sticking. A clogged air
filter can cause a smoking exhaust, too. Have your engine
checked if you notice this condition. It could save you a lot of
gasoline.

situation.
Other common-sense
items listed by AIC:
•Check your gas supply
before leaving the driveway
and don't risk driving with
the pointer on "E." Running
out of gasoline on a highway,
especially in cold weather, is
not a pleasant experience.
Additionally, running a car
near empty on a regular basis
can cause a build-up of condensation in the fuel tank and
that can cause an improper
fuel mix which can affect
performance.
•Pay attention to the oil
pressure, alternator and temperature lights or gauges. If a
light goes on or the needle
falls, pull the car over before
damage is done and seek assistance at a service facility.
•Get in the habit of inspecting the tires at least
monthly.Cold weather causes
air pressure to drop.
•Lastly, carry a spare car
key in your wallet or purse.
These, and other common-sense items, will go a
long way toward eliminating
annoying and time-consuming inconveniences,says AIC.

FAMILIAR SIGHT is this snake-like fan belt in its native
habitat alongside the road. According to Car Care Council,
three common forms of curbside debris are mufflers, drive
belts and chunks of tire tread, all of which can mean trouble
for drivers of the vehicles from which they came. Motorists
are reminded to have their cars' belts and hoses checked as
part of spring cooling system service. A broken belt not only
can disable a vehicle, it also can become entangled in other
drive pulleys on the engine, thereby causing even greater
damage.

Let Coins
Winterize
Your Car
Before Its
To Late.

I.K.T. Auto Parts

We'll check your oil,
Antifreeze
L Battery L
give you a tune up

OR

•••• Look at the New American
made Renault Alliance and
Renault Encore with front
wheel drive. Or a FourWheel Drive AMC Jeep
Eagle. Great for winter
driving.

504 Maple St. 753-4462
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at Murray Datsua
Chrysler-Dodge

4P
4mosagt
0
142
0

41.418127
,1)
Lube, Oil & Filter
Includes Oil, Filter & Chassis Lube. Premium
Motor Oil. Inspect All Fluid Levels.

Minor
Tun.-Up
4 cyl: $21.99 6 Cyl: $23.99 • Spark Plug Engin,:
425.99
With This Coupon At Murray Datsun, Inc.
•Instoll Genuine Datsun Spark Plugs
•Perforrn ElectronK Scope Anolysis
•Adjust Timing And Engine Idle
•Check And Set Air/Fuel Mixture To Foctory Specthcotions
'Inspect Ignition Wires, Distributor Cap And Rotor, Belts, Hoses And PCV Valve
•Clieck Air,
And Emission Filters
Note: Conyentionol Ignition Vehicles And 13210 GFU Model, Slightly Higher
Vole Adjustment Extro•If Required
Plus Applicable Toxin

rue],

Chrysler Products Slightly Higher

9 1 y H2her

Computer
Wheel Balance
Includes Broke Inspection, Tire Rotation,
Computer Balance 4-Wheels.

Front
Brake Reline
Includes R&R Front Brake Pads, Turn Rotors,
Repack Wheel Bearings, Clean & Adjust Rear
Brakes

Chrysler Products Slightly Higher

Cold Weethor Undo,
Sealer Output And Oran
•CJeon And Inspect lanery Terevnals/C_abl«
riimpect Rodiesta• And Hoarier Moses
•Inspect Windshield Wrpors
Ontario Exhaust "idiom
•Clieclr Opera's/an O Sakety Solos
•Drern Roder:nor; Replace Anti-NSW. FOr 10deg -30 deg Illekm Zero
•Irripect All Fluid levels
4
.
AVIA" With 1111111 C01111.011
*Impact Issrann• 1„...;1.0
•Inspect Tirol Condition And Wear
Min Appilasbio Tomos
•Inepect Drive Who

Iliosier Products Slightly HIgher

Automatic
ransmission Service
Clean Filter, (Replace Chrysler Products) R&R
Transmission Oil, R&R Trans., Oil Pon Gasket,
Adjust Bonds

$ett195
AIN Mir

Chrysler Produch Slightly Higher
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Lightweight Cordless
Vacuum From
Black & Decker
•Reg. ?,5.99
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Non Toxic Protection to -50°
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Stereo Receiver
, with
Cassette tape recorder/player & radio player. Six
push button cassette recorder. Full

15.60
-2.00

Q88

4 Foot Scotch Pine
.1
Christmas Tree
Fully assembled, flame retar (.40
dant Beautifully shaped No
40401

,

d

13.60

Kodamatic
Camera III
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,
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Quintet Quality Disposable
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,
Five Functions, hour, second,
Llf
minutes, months and _date _
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Sale

$4
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6 Foot Flocked Balsam
%
Pine Tree Fully assembeld, flame retardant'.11,
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used year after year No ops
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$94,9
Special Buy
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size turntable and 2
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speakers No. 5425/X48
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U-100

Kodak
Pleaser II
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Gran Prix AM/FM
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Diabetic Needs
Let us show you
blood glucose

U100

N

,
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HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

$
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1
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R.V.-Camper & Boats

R.V.
AntiCI Freeze
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Anti-Freeze
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SPORTING GOODS
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$
1
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Jean
denim
'Several Styles
''/
*Short, Average &
Long Lengths
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Extra Low Price
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Remington-Peters
Blue Magic
Shotgun Shells
SPORTING GOODS
12 Gauge
1 2 , 8 or 9 shot.
3 Drams 11/8 oz., 7 /

Folding
Wooden Cots
•1 2 Oz. Cotton White Cover
•Specially Harden Wood
•Middle Leg Reinforced Steel
24"x72'
'For hunting, camping or home.

mem"

Reg. $599 per box
Sale

COUPON
1 1 -24 thru 12-4

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods
Peters Blue Magic

Sale $2495

$499

Reg. 5.99 SALE

$4.99

With Coupon

Per Box With Coupon

Pocket
Knives

H&R Pistol
Carry-Lite Mallard Duck Decoys
Also Tarred Decoy Line
Decoy Weights or Decoy Bags

Model 732
Blue Finish
Swing Out Cylinder
Double Action
32 Cal. 6 Shot

31 87Dozen
Down Vests

Sale $

$799 Up

95
109

Davis
Derringer
22 Cal.
Long Rifle

Sheath
Knives

DAVIS INDUSTRIES

In Forest Green, or Brown Large Patch
Chrome or
Pockets With Velcro
Blue Finish
Reg 35 95

Sale $2995

Made in
U.S.A.

$5995

1497

Sale

Large Selection Of

*Glynn Scobey
'0LT
'Thomas
•Faulks
•Lohman

$25"
%Wile For Akita' Trowel
Melded le Needle
Slims latches
Weather Resident
ONINPIPet, Wit W.
Durable

•
AMF VOIT
Official

Starting
At Only

.

Basketball

$.367

Reg 12 72
- • — V

L

Sale $899

oimvpm.kviromunumucww•kun

Up

The Gun
Guard

Duck & Goose Calls
'Mallard Tone
•Yentzen
•Harold Knight
*Johnny Stewert
•G & H
-

Shrade
Parker
Case
Buck
Camillus
Swiss Army
Frontier
Gerber

31/k311nallikVIIE)

•

Rts Al Mlles
With Scopes Nest %etyma
Speciel Wee
Gee Core
Glee Yew Gee The Protective Of A
Nerd Gee Cele

R. V.-Camper & Boats

Anti-Freeze
cu•so.Toxic Protection to .-500

R.V.
Anti-

$397
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Bronco

#2001

u
.w
..11
•e 55.5. mosp
j
W

Sale

F F-°

$247
Reg. 3.77
No. 2001

TOY DEPARTMENT

'Forward
'Reverse
'Turns
*Operates
Up To 25 Ft
•Reg. 18.47

UNO Card Game

America's favorite family card game. An hour or an evening of entertainment. For 2 to 10 players. 7,to adult. Find
out why UNO MEANS No. 1 in family fun.

Schaper

Sale

$1 1 99 5

‘V15-FR Pkr"--°°4 brin

Stomper
Competition
Pull Set

1001.D 14101 avuucnerts AMC AMMIKS Vern. PUl•OC•1

MB
#2411

Reg 12 47

Sale

WORD YAHTZEE

'699

This stimulating game will have you constantly on
edge as you try to beat the clock in forming works
from the lettered dice. Ages 8 to adult.
No. 2801 Reg. 3.17

Experience the authentic styling of a Stomper Pull. Exclusive
pulling-rig constructed from actual models.-The pulley-sustem
is uniquely constructed —
already assembled! Loads of
fun and enjoyment for all!

Play-Doh Farm Set
Sale $699

;
••••••••••.

Sale $227
Reg 899

Knight Rider
Slot Racing Set
Tiny
Tresses
Doll

Sword & Sorcery
Deluxe Playset

)K
.
Lighted Electric Slot Racing Set
From the hit TV show — Chase
or race in the same direction or
head-on Exit highway and reenter in opposite direction!
Daredevil Chicane - for hairraising "chicken" action

Over 145
Pieces
Reg. 13.99

$799
Sale

Reg. 39.99 Mail In
Sale 31.99 Factory
Less -5.00 Rebate
A99 your
Cost
`.°

$2

by Fun World

A GREAT STOCKING STUFFER

At Only

$ 1 99

ar

arawbertyShortza4ske
,
13utherfty
In the Wonderkl World oP
6trawberraeland7there1s a
delightftl ITttle creqture
'called Rtter1137t".8he
can take two oPeyourl3err.,
Favor7te Fran Por a
FlappTri Fun RME,

11/

11.

ride
ilts/N114,....r 7'

Angel Face
Barbie

Sib 41111i

ItIA

Strawberry Shortcake
Butterfly
Reg 12 99

By Mattel
Reg. 9 47
S.

Shirt Tales
Ring N' Spin
Telephone
Reg 6 99

Sale $4
99

Ourminouotworrooroirknoklotormom

'sale $5"
-^01•04•11.-

•••••••••6

'4

.A 1
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-11-6-13
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F

•Holds Up to 200 Lbs.
The Easy Way To Bring Logs From Woodpile To
Fireplace
Reg. 7.57

.
6.
66
1

-P

HARDWARE DEPARTMENT

Sale

$ R99
‘,0

40 Piece

Airless
Electric
Paint
Spray
Gun
Sale

1/4 & 3/8

Drive
Sae & Metric
Socket Set
$399

Buffalo
5" Bench
Grinder

Reg 41 99
Model No B-6CB

$4V)996

No. B-56
Reg. 29.97

Sale
Reg. 38.99
Model No. BGBR-6CB-6"

Fully Guaranteed

PGS 1 -30

Reg. 12.97

Sale $497

Pistol Grip Electric
Soldering Gun
30/35 Watts. 110/120 Watts_ 7000 Tip. Polymer
Handel. 5-Ft. Cord. Tip Stand U.L. Approved. For the
Pro and Home Handyman.

Guardian Air Tank
160 PSI Gauge & Pop Off Valve
6 Foot Air Hose
Shut Off Valve
Safety Relief Valve
Reg. 39.99

Sale $2899

Mini Air
Compressor
Reg 24 99

Sale
$ 16
99
With Built-In Strong Emergency Light. Plugs into
your car cigaette lighter. Pressure Capacity 160
P.S.I.

Reg 27.99
Model 8288
$2199

BlacksBeckon w
Buffalo Industrial Rated /
1 4"

Buffalo VA Ton

%'Hydraulic Jack
Req 10 9/

$'747
Sale

Reversible
Drill
•/
1
2 H.P
Reg d3.99

3899

Sale $

s
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Sale $ 1

Jerdon
Swing-A
-Light
_.

1..kvazie.sr

• Houlogenl

Magic Magnetic

Photo Album

Pipe Rack

p%
Ring binder, deluxe 100
ages holds over 500
assorted size photos
No MBI $30 00 Value

For a different pipe each day of
the week. Genuine solid
Walnut with satin finish.
Reg. 15.00. No. 419
Sale

MusK

21 97 Sale $2497

Sale

Fairfax Circular
Seven Hole

No 569
Sale

(

Frydaddy

Sale $4
195

3 heat settings, Night light indicator control. 100% wet proo'
Model 741.
Sale $695

0.4.• arzcoi2: cre.1c0s3
=ma
:

Hand & Body Moisturizer for softer skin
and musk fragrance you'll love. 16 Oz
7.50 Value

L2A •

J
No. 1

Sale $295

G.E. Steam and
Dry Iron
Lighter to handle easier to
use. Polish aluminum solid
plate. No. F363.
Sale $ 1 488

No. 2 No. 3
3 Oz.

Electric Skillet
Featuring Rackcote Nonstick surface heavy gauge%
aluminum. High dome s
cover No 72129
Sale $2288Reg 26 88

New Vicks
Cremacoat
Cough
Medicine

Ara.

Snuggles
Fabric Softener
64 Oz

No. 4
Sate Your Choice

Sale

$188

Holly Trim
Spray Snow

99°

Digital Alarm
Easy to operate controls
with 24 hour memory alarm
and power failure indicator %
No 22544

790

Sate $688

Slpartus Wall Clock
No. 3410-41. Woodtone walnut
finish case, swinging goldtone pendulum.'Crystal covered lends and
pendulum. Retail Value 36.99
Sale.$ 1995

gOPER VALDE
Grand Award

Jovon Cologne
Spray Mist
$ M95
1.0

Norelco Automatic
Coffeemaker

Gillette Atra
Elite Razor

Brews 1 to 4 cups—COmrSact a real
space saver No HB5124 '

24 Yr Gold Electroplated finish with a
specially treate8 wooden handle_

sag,

$=95

;

Christmas Cards N
Super Value. Lovely Assortment. Box of 32. No. 926.

2 Oz No JF997
Sale

f

Westclox L.E.D. Solid State

For Tree and Window Decoration. White
13 Oz. Aerosol Can.
Sale

$797

West Bend 11

Heating Pad

98°

Alyssa Ashley Musk

Sale

$795

Northern Starlight

Colgate
Toothpaste

$'297

Makes 6 generous servings,
€,LISTE1 handy lift & drain scoop,
snap on lid stores oil to use
over & over. "
No. 05410
No. 05420

Plus a free bonus with purchase of
Houbigan Musk.
7.75 Oz. $10.50 Value

Scripto Ball Pen
& Pencil Set

Sale
Your
Choice

Sale

Monsieur Houbiciant
Musk After Shave

LiN

5 Oz
4.6 Oz Gel

...•
.1 „,ergeappy

950

HEALTH & BEAUTY AID

Sale $ 1595
Wall Mount/Swing Arm Lighted Mirror 2 Way
Mirror.

3 Way flasher decorator set 41 ft.
string length 6.5 volt lamp for
indoor-outdoor use
Multi color No 4060. Clear No
4062

Top Quality Shaver for all types of
beards. 3 Shaving heads.
Model PM850

-P

Colgate

60 Light
Diamond Set

Remington Triple
Action Cord Shaver

rig
Armusiume

lir)linVAVIC3111C/OCVOF

j4jr
.,..0
44 6.41grta
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Sale $ 1 69

•

Oster Back Massager

Over

"Infra-Red" 8 Comfort combina
tion Remote control. comfortable
headset, foam-paddle leatherette
vinyl. 28" long No 794-06.
__Beg. 34.97

BACK
MASSAGE Sale $2497
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HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Sale $ 1099

Sale $f395

Tabu or Ambush
Spray Cologne

Amity Billfolds
Large selection for Ladies &
Men

Nabisco Cortina Chocolate
Covered Thin Mints

"By Dana"
Reg. 3.75
2.4 Oz.

Save 50% Off
.Mfg. List Price

6 Oz Box

Sale

Sale Your Choice $295

Planters
Mixed Nuts
PLANTERS
.N„L•,,f;

Bonus Size 20% more free
141
/
2 Oz Can

•

Crystal Super Value
Christmas Wrap
TISSUE
1011FtAP

68°

.;7r.10
'RIBBON
• REELS

Tissue Paper

Cleo 10 Reel
Ribbons
Assorted Colors &
Sizes. 120 ft. total.
No. 552-2331.

Large Selection of prints to choose
from. 25 large sheets. 104 sq. ft. No.
87504.

49
Sale $2

%

King James Version. Popular
Award Bible. Red letter edition. %
White, Burgandy or Black. No. s
223. $12.95 Value

From popped corn to caramel
corn in 7 minutes so easy and
fast.

113-WS

Is

World Bible

Sale

89°

•••••

Cleo Gift Boxes

111.
.

•:-.4
V***

GIFT
BOXES
A
::0
•
•

Nabisco Contina
Chocolate
Covered Cherries

Gift Boxes.
2 Robe Boxes No. 850-2221
3 Shirt Boxes No. 850-2201
4 Lingerie Boxes No. 850-1831
Folding Christmas

Sale Your Choice

I

Sale

88°

4

4•

,
'
•
4C

eql

!-•

•

Cleo Christmas Gift Wrap
Holiday Flair. Jumbo roll. Assorted design 50 sq
ft 30- Jumbo roll No. 240-1117.
Sale

Ti
rr 1

1

New Gillette
Foamy Gel
Regular, Lime, Sensitive Skin. 7 Oz
Sale

I

U

by

COLOGNE
3.2 OZ.

928

by

MENNEN

AFTER
SHAVE
3.2 OZ.

3.2 Oz
Sale

Contac
Cold Capsules
12-HOUR
REUEF

CONTAC

Bordens
Assorted
Chocolates

•
/// /ff/ft:-.;•

12 Hour Relief
10 Capsules

•
.64
.1

2 Pound Box

rib

Sale $399
3 Pound Box
M77
Sale

Glad Handle Tie
Trash Bags

Cleans Everything
Oz

Fits up to 30 gals Box of 10
.
No HP843

Magnetics Video
Cassette Recording
Tape.
Dupont UHS Pure Chrome High
Grade Performance No. T120
Reg 10.97

3 2 Oz
Sale

$269

Sale $ 1 88

89°

Hawk
After Shave
Lotion

$349

Murphys Oil
Soap

Sale

49°

Sale

HAWKS

Hawk
Cologne

MENNEN

39

gel

rt7:7

HAWK:

With stick-on backing. Assorted klid
Colorss. Bag of 25
No.
504-2722.

BOWS
Ar

10 Oz Box

890

Cleo Holiday Bows

STEX ON

Sale

Dove Liquid
Dishwashing Detergent
32 Oz

$ 0144
I

Sale

Oster Electric "Hydro- Alt
Lux" Foot Massager 3
0

Coffee Filters
For automatic coffee makers
Bags. 100 Filters.

99°

Poly

Osief

Refresh your tired feet and legs,
use with Of without water. convenient foot switch. 2.2 gallon
2acity2
capacity.
752-01
88
Sal.
Safe

$ 1 5 6j

LOOM )1111k1111kMANIMMIIMIPEIME/WAVilik311CMAIIPOOkIllklalk3111kNIMIllkallMIlkailli/kMPLIIA •
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Women's
Dress Shoes

CLOTHING
DEPARTMENT

Men's Western
Boot Bonanza

By-Joy
Reg. Price 34.90

All Styles At
Factory Direct
Prices

DI\
PUS 1
BOOTS
i/

Sale $249°

Children's Dingo

'Sizes 81
/
2-6
•Leather Uppers
'Made in U.S.A.
'Comfortable fit for
tiny feet.

Wolverine
Insulated
Boots

Velour
Shirts
Special
Group
Made for leading department store.
•Reg. 10.99

Starting At

Many Styles
In Stock

dingo
Men's

Men's
Fashion
Underwear

Boys

25%

98°

Off

Active
Sportswear

Budget Price
Bath Towels

3/$5
8/$1

Bath Towels
Washcloths

Ultra-Yarn

'Men's & Boys
Sizes
'Fleece Lined
'Coordinating Tops
& Rants
'Coyote & Runnerup
Brands.

Reg. 19.99
Assorted Colors
100% Nylon

No Nonsense°
Ultra Sense
Pantyhose

Christmas
Yarn

;

Assorted Colors

2

Skeins $

•

1

•

Mink Oil
II 1

.

aO
•11

Only

By Wonder Art
Reg, 1 39

$ 1 49

with Coupon on Nkage
Special Sale Price
1
Leis.-Coupon

%Reg
Ikaimvxmlokxmloklo
299

You Pay Now

79°

Reg 149
Our best-seller that condiPons & waterproofs your
boots & shoes

1. —5
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TWIST

iCLOTHING DEPARTMEN
-

Men's
Sweaters
•Special Group Only
*Solid Colors & Patterns
•Reg. 16.99

(4

$988

Velour Shirts
Mens Better Velour Shirts
'Navy, Brown, Burgandy, Tan
Off White
•S, M. L & XL
•Reg. 16.99

-rrMen's & Boys

13
Coats /
88
$ 19
'2988
'3288 men's

OFF

Boys Sizes Reg 29 99

Men's Sizes Reg 44.99

$

1 88

Sizes Reg. 49.99

Flannel Shirts

Genuine
Levi Jeans

Men's & Boys

•Mens Sizes 'Student Sizes
•Boys 8-14
•Childrens

$1 199 to $ 1 599

Regular &
Western Flannel

They Thrive On Hard Work
The boots you wear have to be able to stand up to a
hard day's work. That's the kind we make...Rugged
from the ground up. Oil resistant soles permanently
bonded to tough cowhide leather. But the whole boot
bends and flexes as your foot does. And the deep
cushion insole absorbs the stress of rugged terrain and
softens concrete floors. A hard working boot doesn't
have to feel like one.

Women's
Western & Fashion

Ladies
Leisure
Factory Direct
Starting
From

$3000
pr.

Slippers
Terry House Slippers
88
$2
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